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overvIew

  business develoPment (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

lending business

  a) Mortgage loans 3,618 3,621 0

   aa) Residential property financing 2,879 2,959 -3

   ab) Commercial property financing 739 662 12

  b) Loans to public sector and banks 552 663 -17

total 4,170 4,284 -3

balance sheet (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

Total assets 34,899 36,643 -5

Mortage loans 21,522 20,986 3

Loans to public sector and banks 10,271 12,139 -15

MBS 13 29 -55

Pfandbriefe and other bonds 31,048 30,712 1

Liable equity capital 1,251 1,161 8

income statement (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

Net interest income and net commission income 94 78 20

Administrative expenses 74 66 12

Results from operations before deducting provisions for risks 22 11 111

Results from operations after deducting provisions for risks 21 10 110

Transfer to the Fund for General Banking Risks -5 -3 67

Net income 7 5 40

emPloyees (number)

2013 2012 Change %

Average number of employees per year 436 410 6

Apprentices 15 13 15

Employees participating in parental leave, early retirement 

and partial retirement (non-working phase) 22 20 10

* amounts have been rounded
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we would like to revisit 365 successful and eventful days with you in 

this annual report. Join us in our numerous moving moments and 

activities – and share the happiness of our collective achievements. 

this is because our relationships with our customers and members 

are more than just business relationships. partnership and a commu-

nity spirit are particularly important for us and reflect our credo and 

tradition as a cooperative pfandbriefbank. 

A year is more than the 
sum of its days.



Bundling strengths – 
to achieve our  
goals together.

“firm in trust and firm in unity,” is how cooperatives should work ac-

cording to wilhelm haas, one of the founding fathers of the german 

cooperative movement. this spirit of togetherness serves as the model 

for the work done by our bodies: our supervisory Board and Board of 

management, as well as the members of the delegates meeting – the 

central forum of our cooperative. 



Left page, left: MünchenerHyp’s Supervisory Board and Board of Management (from left to right): 
Konrad Irtel (Chairman of the Supervisory Board), Jürgen Hölscher, Erich Rödel, Bernhard Heinlein, 
Rainer Jenniches, Kai Schubert, Dr. Louis Hagen (Spokesman of the Board of Management), Wolfhard 
Binder, Michael Jung, Heinz Fohrer, HSH Albrecht Prince of Oettingen-Spielberg (not shown in picture 
Michael Glos). Right: Dr. Louis Hagen (Spokesman of the Board of Management). Right page, very top 
photo: Konrad Irtel bids farewell to Hans Pfeifer (right), former member of MünchenerHyp’s Super-
visory Board. Top (from left to right): MünchenerHyp’s Board of Management: Bernhard Heinlein,  
Dr. Louis Hagen, Michael Jung. Below left: Bernhard Heinlein, Michael Jung. Below right: Konrad Irtel, 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board. 

Bundling strengths – 
to achieve our  
goals together.
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Letter from the Board of management

münchenerhyp developed favourably during the last business 
year. this was based on the growth strategy we developed in re-
sponse to the changes and challenges caused by the crisis in the 
financial markets. our central strategic goal is to sustainably 
strengthen münchenerhyp’s earnings power. to achieve this 
we notably strengthened our market development activities in 
our core business areas of residential and commercial property 
financing during the previous years. 

GROWTH STRATEGy GAInS TRACTIOn
our course of growth is long-term oriented, which is why our 
achievements develop successively. during 2013 we took an-
other important step forward as we substantially improved our 
business results.

due to unbroken strong demand for residential property, as well 
as a growing demand for commercial property in germany, we 
were able to further expand our market position in the area of 
new business. the property boom also led to fiercer competition 
that is being increasingly fought using financing conditions. 
we successfully affirmed our position in the market thanks to 
the strong sales power of our partners – above all the volks-
banken and raiffeisenbanken. we did not, however, take on 
higher risks to achieve this as our conservative risk policy re-
mained unchanged.

our successful new business results posted last year and in the 
previous years are increasingly reflected in our net interest  
income figure, which rose by more than 11 percent in 2013. 
münchenerhyp’s stable risk situation clearly shows that our 
growth is taking place at an acceptable level of risk. provisions 
made for risks continue to be at a low level as we place more 
and more distance between us and the turmoil generated by 
the crisis in the financial markets.

AWARD-WInnInG ISSuER
our successful new business is also based on obtaining refinanc-
ing funds via pfandbriefe, which enables us to maintain attractive 
conditions and a high degree of matching maturities. during 
the past year we again issued numerous Benchmark mortgage 
and public pfandbriefe. demand for some of these issues was 

so strong that we were able to tap them shortly after they were 
initially placed.

we were very pleased to receive very prominent recognition as 
an issuer. münchenerhyp received awards for being the “Best 
global issuer” and “Best euro issuer” from the cover, a financial 
news service held in high regard by the financial sector. these 
prizes are a great motivation for us as they were awarded based 
on the votes of investors and other market participants.

SuPERvISORy CHAnGES
Last year we made clear advances towards meeting the require-
ments of Basel iii. in particular, we substantially strengthened 
our level of equity capital. at the end of the year we achieved a 
total capital ratio of over 16 percent thereby providing us with 
a comfortable level of capital for our business model.

the announcement that the european central Bank (ecB) will 
assume responsibility for the supervision of 124 banking groups 
in europe, including münchenerhyp, posed new challenges for 
us. this change is scheduled to take place on november 4, 2014 
and will result in significantly stricter regulatory requirements, 
especially those concerning the structure of equity capital. the 
new rules will require a common equity tier 1 capital ratio of at 
least 8 percent. however, based on the Basel iii requirements – 
which we have based our planning on – the required ratio was 
only 7 percent and it had to be met by 2019. in addition, our 
bank will also be required to undergo extensive examinations 
of its balance sheet as well as stress tests.

as a mid-sized bank our efforts to meet the new ecB require-
ments in this short period of time will involve high costs for 
human and material resources. thus, we will attract addition-
al paid up capital to further strengthen our level of common 
equity tier 1 capital. to achieve this we will primarily address 
banks within the cooperative financial network as we are close-
ly linked to them due to our legal status as a cooperative bank, 
as well as through our membership in this network. the coop-
erative financial network associations have also assured us of 
their support. in addition, our members outside of the network 
are also welcome to subscribe additional shares. for these rea-
sons we are confident that we will be able to attract the required 

dear sharehoLders and BusIness assoCIates,
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resources and convinced that we will emerge from these chal-
lenges stronger than before.

ACHIEvInG SuCCESS WITH DEDICATIOn AnD DRIvE
the numerous supervisory requirements and changes require 
enormous efforts on the part of our employees. we owe our suc-
cess to their strong motivation and untiring dedication. for this 
we extend our warm thanks to all of them. we would also like 
to thank the members of the works council and the executive 
employees committee for the constructive collaboration we once 
again experienced with them during the past year. we are also 
grateful for the benefits provided by the experience and exper-
tise of the members of our bodies. we offer our warm thanks to 
the supervisory Board, the members of the delegates meeting 
and the cooperative advisory committee.

COnTInuInG OuR COuRSE OF GROWTH
aided by the tail winds of another successful business year, we 
want to continue as planned on our course of growth in the 
coming years. the continued increase in the Bank’s earning pow-
er will remain at the centre of our efforts. we will act resolutely 
to keep our risks low. our success is at the same time the success 
of our partners, above all in the cooperative financial network. 
the sales strength of our partners and our innovative financial 
solutions are good conditions for shared growth.

sincerely yours,

dr. Louis hagen Bernhard heinlein michael Jung
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Our members.
A strong

community.

münchenerhyp has done business as a registered cooperative since it 

was founded in 1896. our members represent a strong community. 

they are capital providers, co-owners, and the foundation of the co-

operative. and a particularly attractive fact is that our success is also 

their success – they participate directly in our profits. for us, however, 

the idea behind a cooperative means more than just our business 

success. it’s founded on a collective idea that embodies ethical values 

like self-help, self-responsibility, and social responsibility. we live 

these values every day at münchenerhyp. 



Our members.
A strong

community.

Impressions of the 2013 Delegates Meeting. very top: HRH Duke Max in Bavaria, former Deputy 
Chairman of MünchenerHyp’s Supervisory Board. MünchenerHyp’s logo is a stylised version of the 
Wittelsbacher King’s Crown. The Bank received permission to use it from Prince Regent Luitpold in 
1897.
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overaLL eConomIC CondItIons

management report 2013
eConomiC report

eConomIC deveLopment

global economic growth slowed in 2013. in particular, the pace 
of economic growth in both the industrialised nations as well 
as the emerging countries was less dynamic as global economic 
growth declined by 0.1 percentage points to 3 percent. during 
the second half of the year the outlook for global economic 
growth increasingly improved as exports and personal consump-
tion picked up again in many industrialised countries.

the eurozone posted a slight rise in its gross domestic product 
(gdp) for the first time again during the second quarter the year. 
this minor recovery was not, however, enough to turn around 
the eurozone’s economic performance for 2013 as it contracted 
again and declined by 0.4 percent for the full year.

the german economy was unable to distance itself from this 
economic environment as its gdp rose by just 0.4 percent, which 
was less than the moderate rise noted in the previous year. this 
slight growth was primarily driven by personal consumption. 
exports were held back by the weaker global economy and the 
recession in the eurozone. investments were also unable to stim-
ulate the economy as they were 0.7 percent lower than in the 
previous year. in contrast, investments in construction projects 
rose by 0.1 percent, although this development did vary from 
sector to sector: while investments in commercially used build-
ings fell notably, they rose slightly in the public-sector and resi-
dential building sectors. this improvement was primarily attrib-
uted to favourable interest rates available for financing residen-  
tial property.

the average annual inflation figure was 1.5 percent and signif-
icantly lower than in previous years. however, consumers paid 
substantially higher prices for food, electricity and gas.

the labour market developed favourably as a new employment 
record was set with 41.8 million people holding jobs in germany. 
the number of unemployed climbed marginally to nearly 3 mil-
lion causing the unemployment rate to rise by 0.1 percentage 
points over the previous year’s figure to 6.9 percent. 

fInanCIaL markets

european sovereign bond markets increasingly stabilised over 
the course of 2013. this was mainly due to action taken by the 
european central Bank (ecB) with its outright monetary trans-
actions (omt programme) and its assurances that it would de-
fend the euro. even the deadlocked situation in italy following 
the parliamentary elections in february and the bail-out of cy-
prus, which forced the participation of private bank depositors, 
caused only temporary waves in the markets. moreover, the eu 
underlined its political will to further strengthen the eurozone 
by creating the european stability mechanism, a permanent fi-
nancial assistance programme, recapitalising the spanish bank-
ing sector, and developing a european Banking union. these 
actions led to a notable lessening of uncertainties surrounding 
the continuation of the european monetary union during the 
course of the year. Lessened uncertainties were also reflected in 
the improving sovereign bond markets and especially for bonds 
issued by ireland, portugal, spain and italy, which recorded sig-
nificantly narrowing spreads.

“Pfandbriefe and other covered bonds were again a 
sought after asset class in 2013, especially because 

of their good creditworthiness.”

Lower rates of inflation and weak economic data allowed central 
banks in industrialised nations to continue their expansive mon-
etary policies. while the fed in the usa, as well as the Bank of 
england and the Bank of Japan, opted to use quantitative mea-
sures such as purchasing government-issued bonds, the ecB de-
cided to place greater emphasis on conventional interest rate 
policy. at the beginning of may and in november it cut its main 
refinancing rate by 0.25 percentage points each time to its cur-
rent historic low of 0.25 percent. the improving development 
of the us economy allowed the fed to begin reducing its pur-
chases of treasuries and mortgage bonds at the end of 2013. 
 
the low interest rate situation and favourable profits booked by 
german companies fuelled a considerable rise in the german 
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mand due to their high spreads and yields. they turned in the 
best performance in this asset class as their spreads narrowed 
sharply during the year. the volume of maturing covered bonds, 
however, was greater than the amount of new issues. the vol-
ume of new issues of euro-denominated covered bonds in the 
benchmark segment fell by about € 10 billion to € 97 billion as 
banks reduced the size of their balance sheets and the ecB pro-
vided alternative refinancing possibilities. the german pfandbrief 
continued to benefit from a low volume of new issues – caused 
by the withdrawal of many issuers from the sovereign financing 
business – and the very good quality of the underlying assets.

interest rates in the longer maturities sector moved higher in 
europe. the yield on 10-year Bunds rose from 1.31 percent on 
december 31, 2012 to 1.93 percent at the end of 2013. this move 
was primarily driven by fears related to the fed ending its pur-
chases of treasuries and mortgage bonds at a faster pace, as well 
as an increasingly improved outlook for economic growth.

stock market index (dax), which rose by 26 percent over the 
course of the year. most of the other international stock markets 
also posted gains.

the us dollar/euro trading range remained comparatively narrow 
over the year. political uncertainties in the eurozone drove the 
exchange rate down to 1.28 us dollar/euro at the beginning of 
the year. the euro was significantly buoyed by the easing of the 
sovereign debt crisis in the second half of the year as the ex-
change rate climbed to around 1.38 us dollar/euro. the change 
of government in Japan in 2012 along with the Japanese cen-
tral bank’s newly defined monetary policy aimed at weakening 
the Japanese yen was successfully carried out. the euro rose vis-
a-vis the yen from 113 at the beginning of the year to 145 yen. 
the swiss national Bank retained its announced policy of lim-
iting the rise of the swiss franc exchange rate to the euro and 
held its currency over 1.20 chf/euro.

pfandbriefe and other covered bonds were again a sought after 
asset class in 2013 as their good creditworthiness and the reg-
ulatory advantages they offered over senior unsecured bonds 
generated high demand and significantly narrowing spreads 
despite unchanging low interest rates. above all others, bonds 
issued by countries on the periphery of europe were in great de-

figures in % yieLd on ten-year Bunds 2013

January february march april may June July august september october november december

1.5

1.0

2.0

2.5

source: Bloomberg
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property and property fInanCIng markets

RESIDEnTIAL PROPERTy – GERMAny
the upswing in the german housing market is now in its fourth 
year and is primarily marked by the following factors: continu-
ally rising housing prices and rents, a clearly visible migration of 
mainly younger people to major cities, a higher level of new 
construction activity, and a favourable development of income 
and employment figures.

“The favourable development of the German  
residential property market also reinforced demand 

for property financing.”

the overall pace of price increases only accelerated slightly last 
year. Based on figures prepared by the association of german 
pfandbrief Banks (vdp), prices for residential property were  

4 percent higher than in the previous year, following a gain of 
3.9 percent in the 2012. prices for condominiums posted the 
highest increase and rose by 4.9 percent, while multi-family 
dwellings were 4.7 percent more expensive and owner-occupied 
houses gained by 2.6 percent.

the development of prices was primarily influenced by the situ-
ation in major cities as well as university cities and prosperous 
mid-sized centres, where the number of residents has risen sig-
nificantly in recent years. demand continued to exceed supply 
as new construction of apartments and houses – especially in 
the major cities – could not keep up with the rapidly rising num-
ber of new arrivals.

the number of building permits increased again, even though 
when viewed on a long-term comparative basis this figure was 
still far removed from previous levels. By the end of november 
permits to build more than 245,000 apartments had been ap-
proved, or 13 percent more than at the same time in the previ-
ous year. however, the actual demand for new apartments re-
mains higher.

deveLopment of property prices in germany (year 2003 = 100)
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the housing market continued to be marked by regional differ-
ences. prices stagnated or declined outside of the prosperous 
regions as residents moved away. vacancy rates of up to 10 per-
cent were observed in some of these localities.

the overall favourable stimuli influencing the german housing 
market were reflected in renewed rising demand for property 
financing and a growing volume of loans. the fact that the lend-
ing growth in the overall market still remained moderate is pri-
marily due to the situation in germany where a majority of the 
new lending business is generated each year by prolongations 
and rescheduling of existing loans. this is why demand related 
to purchases of newly built and previously owned homes only 
had a limited effect on the overall new property financing busi-
ness.

the unchanged historically low level of interest rates fuelled de-
mand for condominiums and houses and thus for property fi-
nance. the trend to lock-in longer terms of fixed interest rates 
of 20 years and more continued in 2013. in addition to the de-
sire to obtain interest rate safety, many property buyers placed 
great importance on flexible financing solutions.

competition among providers of property financing intensified 
as new competitors, especially insurance companies, entered the 
market, and also because numerous providers tried to win mar-
ket share through low financing conditions. the volksbanken 
raiffeisenbanken cooperative financial network was able to 
affirm its position in this difficult environment as it maintains 
particularly close relationships with its customers and enjoys 

an image as a quality provider of financing services. Based on 
figures provided by the national association of german cooper-
ative Banks (Bvr), they were able to expand their share of market 
to 27.2 percent.

RESIDEnTIAL PROPERTy – InTERnATIOnAL
the situation in many housing markets in the eurozone remained 
tense as the recession continued. however, there were increas-
ing signs pointing towards a turnaround and a slow start of a 
recovery.

attractive financing conditions in the uk along with an overall 
improved income situation helped revive demand for residential 
property. house prices rose again as supply was limited by the 
low volume of newly built housing. for the first time since 2008 
more than 1 million houses were sold. in addition, institutional 
investors showed greater interest in the British housing market 
as residential property is viewed as a safe form of investment.

development seen in the french residential property market was 
more subdued and varied from region to region. prices for newly 
built homes began to stabilise at a low level. prices for previously 
owned homes continued to fall but at a slower pace. investors 
continued to view investments in rental properties as safe and 
attractive. top yields of 3.3 to 3.8 percent were observed most 
recently and thus significantly below the peak returns of other 
property classes. 

source: german federal statistics office, www.destatis.de, 2013 = estimated

Figures in 000 RESIDEnTIAL BuILDInG PERMITS In GERMAny 2001 – 2013
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the economic situation remained tense in the netherlands. prop-
erty sales and the associated demand for property financing fell 
against the background of comparatively high unemployment 
and shrinking personal income levels. according to information 
provided by the dutch association of real estate Brokers and 
real estate experts (nvm), the erosion of prices eased a bit re-
cently and the number of newly signed contracts to buy residen-
tial property rose again for the first time. 

prices continued to rise in the swiss residential property market, 
albeit not as rapidly as the pace seen in previous years. on av-
erage, prices for single-family houses rose by 2.6 percent and 
1.6 percent for condominiums. prices continued to vary signif-
icantly from region to region as prices rose at above-average 
rates in the romandie (the french-speaking areas) and central 
switzerland, in particular. the property financing market con-
tinued to grow as dynamically as in previous years. the volume 
of mortgage loans once again grew faster than the swiss gdp. 
the swiss national Bank (snB) viewed this situation as a further 
increase in risks facing the property and property financing mar-
kets. the snB took steps to calm the markets by activating the 
obligatory countercyclical capital buffer for swiss banks at the 
end of the third quarter 2013. this measure was intended to 
strengthen the resilience of the banking sector by raising the re-
quired percentage of equity capital banks had to hold for mort-
gage loans.

the residential property market in the usa recovered signifi-
cantly last year. according to the case-shiller index, prices for 
residential property rose across the usa by 12 percent with the 
biggest gains posted by the cities which had seen particularly 
steep drops in property prices during the recession. growth of 
property prices slowed in the fourth quarter as mortgage inter-
est rates rose, the unemployment situation only improved slowly, 
and household incomes grew moderately. the market for rental 
housing continued to develop briskly. prices for apartments rose 
further, especially in regions with flourishing job markets. in ad-
dition, more new apartments were being built, which did not 
impact negatively on rental prices due to high demand. for this 
reason rental housing remained the preferred asset class for 
investors.

COMMERCIAL PROPERTy – GERMAny
investor demand for german commercial property was very 
strong last year. the volume of transactions rose by over 20 
percent to € 30.5 billion making it the biggest sales year since 
2007. the strong appeal is based on the following reasons: good 
overall economic conditions, germany’s reputation as a “safe 
haven” for capital investments, the unbroken level of low in-
terest rates, and weak returns offered by alternative forms of 
investment. for these reasons insurance companies and pension 
funds, in particular, were increasingly investing in property.

foreign investors represented 33 percent of aggregate transac-
tions in 2013, down from the 42 percent share they held a year-
ago. they preferred to invest in large portfolios of property 
where they held a 45 percent share of the volume of transac-
tions. open-ended property funds and special funds were the 
biggest buyer groups with € 8.5 billion. family offices and private 
investors also showed keen interest and invested € 3.1 billion.

  commercial
  residential (only portfolio)

DEvELOPMEnT OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTy 
TRAnSACTIOnS In GERMAny 2008 – 2013  
Figures in ¤ billion
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the break-down of transactions by types of property barely 
changed: office properties remained top-ranked with a 48 per-
cent share of total transactions followed by retail properties 
with 25 percent. 

investor interest was focused on core properties. this is why re-
turns in this segment remained under pressure. on average, top 
yields for office properties in the best seven property locations 
(Berlin, cologne, düsseldorf, frankfurt, hamburg, munich, and 
stuttgart) were less than 5 percent. 

turnover recorded for the office rental market was below the 
previous year’s level. turnover of space in the aforementioned 
cities was 2.93 million square metres, or 3.5 percent less than in 
the previous year. the average vacancy rate fell from 8.8 percent 
to 8.3 percent.

investment in residential property portfolios also increased sig-
nificantly rising by almost 25 percent to € 13.7 billion. 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTy – InTERnATIOnAL
demand for commercial property across europe was also signifi-
cantly stronger than in the previous year. the volume of trans-
actions rose by 20 percent to over € 150 billion with the vast 
majority generated by the uk, germany and france. 

the London property market remained one of the key target mar-
kets for international property investors within the uk. turnover 
in London in 2013 was over 14.5 billion gBp, the highest since 
2007. while international investors primarily sought out increas-
ingly scarce core properties, British investors responded more 
and more to favourable signals emanating from the rental mar-
kets and extended the range of their investing activities to other 
regions. the difference between returns attainable in primary 
and secondary markets began to narrow.

the British financing market was in good condition even though 
opportunities to finance core properties tended to decline due 
to the scarcity of these properties. as a result, competition among 
providers of financing intensified significantly, which led to low-
er margins and higher lending value ratios. financing activities 
therefore shifted increasingly to alternative properties in regional 
markets.

france’s difficult economic situation also burdened the com-
mercial property market as the volume of transactions fell by 
3.6 percent. turnover of rental office space was last seen at 
such a low level in 2003. above all other locations, paris was 
seen as a safe investment target as the volume of investments 
recorded in 2012 was again achieved last year. purchase prices 
remained stable with maximal initial yields of 5 percent. the 
trend towards properties with visible potential for further de-
velopment or value growth, referred to as core-plus properties, 
was a notable development in 2013. core-plus properties’ share 
of total transactions in the greater paris area rose to 40 percent 
from 21 percent up till november 2013.

the dutch commercial property market recorded favourable de-
velopment for the first time again. the volume of transactions 
rose by almost 30 percent to € 4.9 billion. this figure was still 
significantly shrinking in the previous year. international investor 
interest in holland rose again in 2013. office properties repre-
sented about one-third of the total volume of transactions. 

the commercial property market in the usa strengthened again 
as investor interest remained focused on the core markets of 
new york city, san francisco, washington d.c., Boston, seattle, 
houston, chicago and Los angeles. demand for core properties 
continued to exceed supply. as a result, investments were again 
increasingly being made in the fringe areas of primary markets 
as well as better locations within secondary markets. 

the financing market for commercial property in the usa was 
stable and sufficiently liquid while competition among provid-
ers of financing services was strong. providers of securitisation 
paper (commercial mortgage-backed securities) were again very 
active. financing providers preferred to make loans to first-class 
borrowers investing in properties with long-term rental con-
tracts in the aforementioned core markets in addition to select-
ed deals involving higher-risk and higher-yield properties in 
secondary markets, as well as properties located on the fringes 
of primary markets. 



Partnership at
eye-to-eye level –
the number one  

factor for success.

the right kind of property financing is as individual as our customers’ 

wishes. in order to meet this wide variety of demands we support our 

partner banks in the cooperative financial network with innovative, 

flexible financial solutions featuring very attractive conditions. the 

volksbanken and raiffeisenbanken offer an extensive branch network, 

personalised support and a high level of advisory expertise. this win-

ning combination of two strong partners working eye-to-eye provides 

us with a significant competitive advantage. our exchange of profes-

sional information with our partner banks in münchenerhyp’s coop-

erative advisory committee gives us additional know-how to benefit 

our customers.



Partnership at
eye-to-eye level –
the number one  

factor for success.

Right page, top: Headquarters of volksbank Gütersloh eG. Top (from left to right): Regional Director 
Wolfgang von Carnap in a customer discussion with Thomas Sterthoff, Spokesman of the Board of 
Management of volksbank Gütersloh eG, as well as Peter Zurheide, Member of the Board of Manage-
ment of Bielefelder volksbank eG.
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new mortgage BusIness

the pronounced price-driven competition in our core markets 
led to slightly lower lending margins than noted in the previous 
two years. margins were once again closer to levels seen in many 
earlier years. despite the fact that we continued to shun par-
ticipating in price-driven competition, we did manage to hold 
our new mortgage business at a very high level. our goal is to 
grow at an acceptable level of risk while generating adequate 
margins. we achieved this in 2013 as we recorded new business 
(excluding prolongations) of € 3.6 billion, which was also at last 
year’s level. as a result, we were able to continue on our course 
of growth – as we had anticipated in our last annual report – 
and further strengthen our position in the market.

  residential housing
  commercial property

MünCHEnERHyP nEW MORTGAGE BuSInESS  
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the volume of mortgage loan commitments made in the resi-
dential property financing area of business amounted to € 2.9 
billion and was slightly below the € 3.0 billion figure posted in 
the previous year. this was mainly because 2012 was an excep-
tionally successful year for our business with banks within the 
cooperative financial network. however, in comparison to the 
previous years, business with cooperative banks remained at a 
very high level. our performance here was driven by strong de-
mand for long-term fixed interest rates along with flexible finan-
cial solutions. demand for forward loans was more moderate 
in view of the continuing low level of interest rates. financing 
of owner-occupied houses and condominiums represented the 
greatest share of our business with cooperative financial net-
work banks.

“new business remained sound at a very high  
level. As a result we were able to continue on  

our growth course and further strengthen  
our position in the market.”

sales of residential property financing generated by independ-
ent providers of financial services rose by 23 percent over the 
previous year’s figure to € 531 million. we were thus, as planned, 
able to offset the decline noted in 2012. as foreseen, our collab-
oration with the swiss postfinance advanced further. Loans were 
primarily made to owner-occupants at acceptable levels of risk 
and at comparatively low loan-to-value ratios.

the volume of our new commercial property financing business 
increased by 12 percent to almost € 740 million. our forecast 
had foreseen a slight expansion of new business. the focus of 
these activities was on financing transactions in germany. out-
side of germany we only financed selectively due to the difficult 
market conditions. margins also developed favourably as we 
were able to substantially exceed our margin targets. as planned, 
we were able to expand our business with commercial housing 
companies. 
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puBLIC-seCtor and Bank LendIng,  
and munICIpaL Loans

overall conditions in the lending business with the public-sector 
and banks improved last year as the ecB managed to calm the 
markets with its omt programme. furthermore, european poli-
cymakers increasingly implemented reforms. spreads improved 
significantly for bonds issued by banks and governments over 
the entire course of the year.

despite these developments we continued to conduct our busi-
ness cautiously in accordance with our business and risk strat-
egy. investments were only made in liquid securities issued by 
very creditworthy issuers located in the european core coun-
tries. the volume of lending commitments declined from € 0.7 
billion in 2012 to € 0.6 billion. 

refInanCIng

we were also affected by the overall conditions noted for refi-
nancing activities, which were defined by an unchanged low 
level of interest rates and a high volume of maturing paper. two 
of our large-volume pfandbriefe matured last year: a € 1.5 bil-

lion Jumbo mortgage pfandbrief in april and a € 1.35 billion 
Jumbo public pfandbrief in october. in a market environment 
that favoured our Bank, we replaced these large-volume issues 
by successfully launching planned volumes of benchmark issues. 

we were once able to refinance our activities through the capital 
markets at very good conditions. we issued four large-volume 
pfandbriefe over the course of the year. these issues also devel-
oped favourably in the secondary market. in addition, our pri-
vate placements also recorded high sales. our efforts in this 
difficult environment of low interest rates were also supported 
not least by our very good standing as an issuer.

“MünchenerHyp won two renowned awards:  
‘Best Global Issuer’ and ‘Best Euro Issuer’.”

due to strong demand for our private placements our first bench-
mark issue was only launched in april 2013. this was an 8-year 
mortgage pfandbrief with a nominal value of € 750 million. we 
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took advantage of very good overall conditions to launch our 
first ever benchmark issue denominated in British pounds dur-
ing the same month. the 3-year mortgage pfandbrief initially 
had a volume of 200 million gBp, however, in view of strong 
demand the issue was tapped by an additional 100 million gBp 
shortly thereafter.

this issue was followed in June by a 15-year, € 500 million mort-
gage pfandbrief. with this issue we again successfully entered 
new territory, and this time regarding the terms to maturity for 
a benchmark issue. due to unbroken strong demand for this 
issue it was tapped twice over the course of the year and cur-
rently has a nominal volume of € 1 billion. in october we closed 
out our large-volume issues for the year with a € 500 million 
5-year public pfandbrief that was tapped by an additional € 125 
million shortly after it was issued.

our issues are well diversified thanks to our broad base of inves-
tors in germany and abroad. regional emphasis is generally on 
investors in germany, who absorb 50 to 60 percent of our issued 
volumes. in comparison to the rest of the market this figure is 
more on the low side. in contrast, the uk was clearly the main 
investor region for our gBp mortgage pfandbrief.

about 60 percent of our uncovered refinancing requirements 
were met within the cooperative financial network.

the Bank’s high standing among pfandbrief investors was un-
derlined in 2013 when we won two renowned awards at “the 
cover awards” as the “Best global issuer” and “Best euro issuer”. 
we also came in second in the “euro deal of the year” category. 
these awards are based on votes submitted by market partici-
pants and show that the market views us as a very solid and 
safe bank. we believe that this is based on the close and contin-
uing dialogue we maintain with our investors and capital market 
partners, as well as the quality of our cover pools and the fact 
that we are firmly embedded in the cooperative financial net-
work.

in 2013 we obtained € 7.6 billion in refinancing funds via the 
capital markets with the primary focus placed on covered issues: 
€ 4.4 billion in mortgage pfandbriefe and € 0.9 billion in public 

pfandbriefe. we also issued € 2.3 billion in uncovered securities. 
inflows of € 7.2 billion from maturing securities resulted in net 
sales of € 0.4 billion.

BaLanCe sheet struCture

as of december 31, 2013 total assets amounted to € 34.9 billion 
following € 36.6 billion recorded on the same year-ago date.

during the course of the year we were able to again increase our 
portfolio of mortgage loans by € 0.5 billion to € 21.5 billion 
despite the shrinking volume of us commercial property loans 
on our books. the vast majority of loans in our portfolio were 
for domestic financing while the share attributable to foreign 
loans remained at the previous year’s level. foreign lending to-
talled € 5.0 billion (previous year € 5.9 billion) and now repre-
sents 23 percent of our total mortgage lending portfolio (pre-
vious year 29 percent), of which swiss residential property loans 
represent 62 percent, 15 percent for the usa and 23 percent 
for countries within the european union.  

“Our portfolio of mortgage loans rose further  
to a total of € 21.5 billion.”

in accordance with our business and risk strategy, we further 
reduced our portfolio of loans and securities arising from our 
business with the public-sector and banks from € 12.1 billion to 
€ 10.3 billion, of which € 4.5 billion represented securities and 
bonds.

at the end of 2013 the net sum of unrealised losses and unre-
alised gains in our securities portfolio amounted to minus € 46 

earnIngs, fInanCIaL  
and asset sItuatIon
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million (previous year minus € 128 million). these include unre-
alised losses of € 81 million (previous year € 202 million) stem-
ming from securities issued by countries located on the periphery 
of the eurozone and banks domiciled in these countries. the total 
volume of these securities amounted to € 1.1 billion (previous 
year € 1.3 billion). 

following a detailed examination of all securities we concluded 
that no permanent reductions in value were needed. we are 

carrying these bonds in our books with the intention of holding 
them until they mature. therefore, write-downs to a lower ap-
plicable value were not necessary. 

our portfolio of long-term refinancing funds increased by € 0.4 
billion to € 30.7 billion. total refinancing funds – including mon-
ey market – fell from € 34.8 billion in the previous year to € 32.7 
billion as of december 31, 2013. this figure consisted of € 16.4 
billion in mortgage pfandbriefe, € 6.4 billion in public pfandbriefe 
and € 7.9 billion in uncovered bonds.

paid up capital increased and rose by € 86.1 million to € 246.9 
million as the result of a successful campaign to increase own-
ership among our partners in the cooperative financial network 
undertaken during the year under review. due the increase in 
paid up capital our total liable equity also rose to € 1,250.6 million 
(previous year € 1,161.1 million).

core capital amounted to € 863.1 million (previous year € 776.5 
million). the solvency figure for core capital on december 31, 
2013 was 11.7 percent (previous year 9.1 percent) and 16.7 per-
cent for total capital (previous year 13.5 percent). 

deveLopment of earnIngs

as anticipated, net interest income1 improved by 11.3 percent, or 
14.6 million, to € 143.6 million and was driven by the success 
of our new business activities in recent years. this figure contains 
lower income derived from the early termination of interest rate 
swaps in comparison to the previous year. 

commission paid amounted to € 61.0 million and were slightly 
higher than in the previous year as the volume of disbursements 
associated with our residential property financing business rose 
again. the net commission balance2 amounted to minus € 49.3 
million following minus € 50.6 million recorded in the previous 
year as commission income rose by about € 2 million to € 11.7 
million.

PORTFOLIO DEvELOPMEnT MünCHEnERHyP  
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this resulted in net interest income and net commission income3 
of € 94.3 million, an increase of 20 percent, or € 15.9 million.

total administrative expenses increased by € 6.7 million to € 67.0 
million. personnel expenses rose by € 3.3 million, or 10 percent. 
the higher levels of new business seen in the past two years, as 
well as projects and, not least, the more extensive supervisory 
requirements made it necessary to hire greater numbers of new 
personnel. the remaining administrative expenses rose addition-
ally by 3.4 million due to projects such as: the new trading and 
valuation system required due to new regulations; further steps 
taken to define the Bank’s equity capital requirements in accord-
ance with the internal ratings Based approach (irBa); studies 
concerning the future it system, as well as other major projects. 

depreciation and write-downs of intangible and tangible assets 
amounted to € 6.5 million, or € 1.3 million more than the same 
year-ago figure.

total administrative expenses4 amounted to € 73.5 million com-
pared to € 65.5 million recorded in the previous year. the cost-
income ratio excluding interest expenses arising from silent par-
ticipations was 61 percent (previous year 62 percent). 

the net sum of other operating expenses and income totalled 
€ 1.6 million, while results from operations before deducting 
provisions for risk5 amounted to € 22.4 million, or 111 percent 
higher than in the previous year.

the item “write-downs on and adjustments to claims and certain 
securities and additions to provisions for possible loan losses” 
totalled minus € 21.4 million. this figure includes an addition to 
reserves pursuant to art. 340f of the german commercial code 
(hgB). the lending risk situation remained satisfactory, and there-
fore we only needed to make a moderate addition to provisions 
for possible loan losses. this figure (including direct write-downs) 
amounted to a minus € 11.7 million (previous year minus € 3.9 
million). maturing securities and the sale of securities held as 
current assets, as well as the sale of promissory note loans, 

resulted in net income of € 4.4 million. the net sum of write-
downs and write-ups to securities held as current assets was a 
minus € 1.4 million. 

“income from reversals of write-downs on participating inter-
ests, shares in affiliated companies and securities treated as fixed 
assets” amounted to a positive figure of € 20.2 million. this fig-
ure is primarily the result of proceeds from the sale of securities 
held as assets. 

prior to the transfer of funds to the fund for general Banking 
risks pursuant to art. 340g of the german commercial code, re-
sults from operations after deducting provisions for risk amount-
ed to € 21.2 million. after transferring € 5.0 million to the fund 
for general Banking risks, and a tax expense item of € 9.5 mil-
lion, annual net income mounted to about € 6.7 million.

these figures show that we were able to increase our net income 
for the year as forecast. we are generally satisfied with the de-
velopment of our business.  

proposed aLLoCatIon of dIstrIButaBLe InCome

net income for the year amounted to € 6,707,712.48.  

a dividend distribution of 3.25 percent will be proposed at the 
delegates’ meeting. unappropriated profit for the year – including 
profit brought forward from the previous year (€ 200,424.54) – 
amounting to € 6,908,137.02 should therefore be allocated as 
follows:

3.25 percent dividend 6,701,366.00 euro
carried forward to new year 206,771.02 euro

3)   net interest balance and net commission balance
4)    general administration expenses and depreciation, and adjustments to intangible and tangible assets
5)    net sum of income statement expense items 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. and income items 1. 2. 3. 4. 6.
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ratIng

at the end of february 2014 moody’s raised its outlook for the 
ratings of münchenerhyp’s senior unsecured liabilities and fun-
damental financial strength from negative to stable. the rating 
agency explained this step by noting that the Bank had strength-
ened its level of equity capital in 2013. furthermore, moody’s 
also commented that the risk content of münchenerhyp’s loan 
portfolio had improved as the bank continued to reduce its port-
folio of loans originated in countries within the eurozone that 
had been harder hit by debt crisis, as well as the portfolio of 
loans of banks domiciled in these countries. in addition the Bank 
had further reduced its portfolio of loans originated within the 
usa. moody’s additionally pointed out that münchenerhyp had 
earned a high reputation in the capital market as an issuer of 
pfandbriefe and thus had a correspondingly high level of refi-
nancing strength. the Bank’s firm ties and support within the 
cooperative financial network were also favourably acknowl-
edged by the agency.

our long-term uncovered liabilities are rated a+ by the rating 
agency fitch due to the group rating the agency assigned to the 
cooperative financial network.

Current ratings at a glance:
 rating outlook
public pfandbriefe aaa  
mortage pfandbriefe aaa  
senior unsecured liabilities a2 stable
fundamental financial strength d stable
short-term liabilities prime-1 

the complete moody’s document, as well as additional infor-
mation regarding our ratings, is available at münchenerhyp’s 
website under the “investors” link.

sustaInaBILIty

we further developed our sustainability strategy during the past 
year. the goal is to integrate our economic, ecological and social 
actions even closer with our cooperative business philosophy. 

to achieve this goal we established a sustainability committee, 
which consists of 14 employees from many of münchenerhyp’s 
departments. the tasks of the sustainability committee are, in 
particular, to continuously further develop the Bank’s sustain-
ability strategy, to develop and implement new sustainability 
measures, and to manage the entire sustainability process.

our measures have also met an increasingly favourable response 
from agencies specialised in rating corporate sustainability activi-
ties. one of them, imug, once again raised their sustainability 
rating for münchenerhyp in 2013. 

münchenerhyp’s latest sustainability report, as well as additional 
information on our commitment to sustainability, is available 
at: www.muenchenerhyp.de/nachhaltigkeit

reguLatory CondItIons

BASEL II unD III
during the year under review the Bank made additional pro-
gress towards the implementation of the internal ratings Based 
approach (irBa). the supervisory authority reviewed and ap-
proved the rating system for the Bank’s german retail business, 

2011 2012 2013

oekom research d C-

imug

public pfandbriefe: neutral

mortage pfandbriefe: neutral

public pfandbriefe: favourable

mortage pfandbriefe: neutral

public pfandbriefe: very favourable

mortage pfandbriefe: neutral

sustainalytics

44 of 100 points

(ranked 53 of 63 competitors)

47 of 100 points

(ranked 56 of 74 competitors)

47 of 100 points

(ranked 56 of 74 competitors)

development of our sustainability ratings since 2011 at a glance:

ratIng, sustaInaBILIty and generaL 
reguLatory CondItIons 
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as well as its domestic and international commercial financing 
business. this means that we have reached the so-called “refer-
ence point” in the process. the only element still awaiting ap-
proval before we can conclude the irBa project is our swiss 
retail business. we will exceed the so-called “exit threshold” as 
soon as we complete this step, which will take place no later 
than the end of 2016.

we have been participating in the Basel committee on Banking 
supervision (BcBs) monitoring of Basel iii for a number of years. 
in doing so key figures like the Liquidity coverage ratio (Lcr) 
and net stable funding ratio (nsfr) are calculated several times 
a year. the insights gained make it possible to assess the effects 
of future binding minimum standards before they become legal 
requirements and, if necessary, make adjustments as needed. 
münchener hypothekenbank’s voluntarily participation has en-
abled it to continually monitor all important key figures for a 
long time and use them for managing the bank. calculations 
made to date reveal that the Lcr, which is steadily rising and 
which must be observed starting in 2015, is already fulfilled over 
a period of numerous years. we currently can almost meet the 
nsfr figure – without having taken any additional measures. 
this figure becomes valid in 2018 and has thus far been foreseen 
to serve as only an observation ratio. however, in this case we 
anticipate that the long observation phase will make adjustments 
possible similar to those made to the Lcr.

the introduction of a Leverage ratio is also planned within the 
framework of Basel iii. this figure sets the maximum limit for a 
bank’s total lending volume in relationship to its equity capital. 
the precise configuration of the Leverage ratio is still under dis-
cussion. münchenerhyp anticipates that a distinction will be 
made between different business models so that a low-risk mort-
gage business with matching refinancing will not be treated the 
same as high-risk investments. Low-risk areas of business can 
only generate appropriate yields if the required level of under-
lying equity capital is kept at a correspondingly low level that 
reflects the risks involved. in contrast, inappropriately high levels 
of required equity capital lead to accepting higher risks in order 
to generate sufficient yields for the equity capital provider. we 
do not believe that this can be the reason and intent behind the 
introduction of a Leverage ratio. 

we are attentively following the current discussions and publi-
cations of various authorities regarding Basel iii. it is difficult 
to comprehensively prepare to meet future requirements at this 
time as widely varying positions are still held by the different 
institutions involved in the current discussions at national, eu-
ropean and international levels. for this reason we will continue 
to prepare to the greatest extent possible, although we will wait 
to implement specific target measures until the final version of 
the set of rules has been approved. as the example of Lcr shows, 
significant changes can still occur at the last minute. we antici-
pate that the regulators will give us sufficient time to implement 
the final measures.

new subject areas related to the introduction of Basel iii were, 
and are being, implemented in various projects. up until today 
all of the known aspects were implemented on time. the enor-
mous variety of requirements mandated by the supervisory au-
thority does, however, pose a major challenge to a bank of our 
size as has led to significant costs.

SInGLE SuPERvISORy SySTEM FOR Eu BAnKS
in october 2013 the ecB published a list of 124 banking groups 
that it will supervise directly within the framework of a single 
supervisory mechanism as of november 2014. münchenerhyp 
is on this list as it meets the criteria of having more than € 30 
billion in total assets. prior to the ecB assuming its supervisory 
tasks it will conduct a comprehensive assessment, including an 
intensive audit of the Bank’s balance sheet, as well as a stress 
test. 

Beyond this, banks will have to meet substantially tougher equi-
ty capital requirements including minimum 8 percent common 
equity tier 1 capital ratio, which will have to be met as of novem-
ber 2014. the planned regulations linked to the capital require-
ments regulation (crr) and the capital requirements directive 
(crd iv) had previously allowed time until 2019 to meet a lower 
ratio of 7 percent for the same figure. 

preparations for the audits to take place within the framework 
of the comprehensive assessments were already made last year 
and will now be successively carried out during the current busi-
ness year. the Bank’s resources are heavily burdened by tasks re-
lated to the comprehensive assessment in addition to incurring 
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BodIes and personneL

noticeable expenses. currently, there is little information available 
regarding the substance of the coming audits and stress tests. 
what is clear, however, is that the Bank will have to acquire ad-
ditional paid up capital in order to meet the required common 
equity tier 1 capital ratio. as the total capital ratio should not be 
raised the Bank will have to divest unnecessary capital compo-
nents, which nevertheless still have to be served. 

MInIMuM REquIREMEnTS FOR RISK MAnAGEMEnT (MARISK)
the regulations for the structure of a risk management pro-
grammes are defined by the banking supervisory authority in 
the marisk rules. we analysed the terms of marisk 5.0 after they 
were published on december 15, 2012. the resulting required 
actions were carried out to the greatest extent possible in 2013.

BodIes

the 2013 delegates meeting elected the following persons as 
new members of the supervisory Board: Jürgen hölscher, mem-
ber of the Board of management of volksbank Lingen eg, and 
rainer Jenniches, chairman of the Board of management of 
vr-Bank Bonn eg.

hans pfeifer, former chairman of the Board of management of 
rheinisch-westfälischer genossenschaftsverband e. v., stepped 
down as member of the supervisory Board at the conclusion 
of the delegates meeting as he had retired in 2012. konrad irtel, 
chairman of the münchenerhyp supervisory Board, thanked 
hans pfeifer for his many years of dedication and his lasting 
efforts on behalf of the Bank. 

the new term of office of münchenerhyp’s cooperative advisory 
committee began in 2013. this committee consists of chairmen 
and members of the Board of management of our partner banks 
within the cooperative financial network. the committee has 
20 members (status January 2014). the current membership of 

the advisory committee is shown on page 83 of this annual 
report.

empLoyees

our personnel strategy continued to be focused on efficiently 
coping with the additional personnel requirements arising from 
the Bank’s growth strategy, as well as increasing regulatory re-
quirements.

Last year we hired 50 new colleagues who were selected from 
almost 2,000 applicants. together with these hires, we have re-
cruited a total of about 140 new employees over the past three 
years. our personnel work is now centred on the integration of 
our new colleagues to ensure that they can handle their assigned 
tasks quickly.

in 2014 the focus of our efforts will shift towards the further 
development of employees at münchenerhyp using a broad 
spectrum on internal seminars through to external training pro-
grammes. measures to enhance the health of our employees were 
taken during the course of the year and were closely linked to 
their further professional and personal development. 

the average number of persons employed6 at the Bank during 
the year was 436, plus 15 apprenticed trainees. the numerous 
new hires led to a reduction in the average number of years of 
employment per employee from 11 to 10.6 years. eight employ-
ees celebrated their tenth anniversary at the Bank in 2013, while 
five marked their 25th year with münchenerhyp. 

no events of material importance took place after the balance 
sheet date.

6)    number of employees pursuant to art. 267 (5) german commercial code (hgB): excludes apprenticed trainees, employees participating in parental leave, partial 
retirement (non-working phase), early retirement, and employees suspended with pay.

report on events after the BaLanCe 
sheet date



Making things  
happen – together.  
For the individual,  
and for all of us.

we strive to achieve lasting success. this sounds nice but this goal 

has to be renewed in everything we do – and every day. this is only 

possible if we personally embody münchenerhyp’s values and add in 

our own individuality. to ensure that this is a continuing process we 

advance and support our employees’ skills and health: from profes-

sional education courses through to sports events like the munich 

corporate run or the winter games held by the cooperative banks of 

Bavaria and Baden-wuerttemberg. furthermore, the spirit of togeth-

erness at our Bank is also fostered through company outings featur-

ing themes like “the farmyard olympics”, or shared exercise routines 

during “moving” lunch breaks. we want to remain physically and 

mentally active – so we will still be a strong community in the future.



Making things  
happen – together.  
For the individual,  
and for all of us.

Active throughout the year: Impressions of the Winter Games of the cooperative banks, the Munich 
Coporate Run B2Run, the “Farmyard Olympics”, held during the company outing, the “moving” lunch 
break, and our soccer team in action in a friendly match.
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the ability to monitor and keep risks under control at all times 
is essential for the successful steering of business development 
at münchenerhyp. for this reason risk management plays a very 
important role in the overall management of the Bank.

the business and risk strategy defines the parameters of the 
Bank’s business activities. münchenerhyp’s entire Board of man-
agement is responsible for this strategy, which is regularly re-
viewed regarding the attainment of goals and updated as nec-
essary and then submitted to the supervisory Board no less than 
once a year.

as part of its supervisory duties, the supervisory Board is advised 
about the Bank’s risk profile no less than on a quarterly basis 
and additionally as required. this takes place using the reports 
concerning the Bank’s risk-taking capabilities, lending risks, as 
well as the risk report prepared in accordance with the “minimum 
requirements for risk management” (marisk).

the basis of risk management consists of, on one hand, the anal-
ysis and presentation of existing risks, and, on the other, compar-
ing these risks with the risk cover potential (ability to bear risk). 
appropriate monitoring processes are in place involving internal 
process-dependent supervision to ensure that this balance is 
maintained. our internal audit department, as a process-inde-
pendent unit, has the monitoring function within the Bank. the 
analysis and presentation of existing risks primarily distinguishes 
between counterparty, market price, credit spread, liquidity and 
operational risks. additional risks such as placement risks, rep-
utational risk, business risk etc., are viewed as parts of the above-
mentioned risks and are taken into consideration at the appro-
priate place in the individual calculations.

Counterparty rIsk

counterparty risk (lending risk) is of major importance for 
münchenerhyp. counterparty risk refers to the danger that 

counterparties may delay their payment obligations to the Bank, 
only make partial payments or even default.

the credit handbook presents the competencies and procedural 
requirements of entities involved in lending, as well as the ap-
proved credit products. the business and risk strategy contains 
additional explanations pertaining to sub-strategies regarding 
target customers and target markets, as well as definitions for 
measuring and controlling credit risks at the individual deal and 
portfolio levels. a procedure based on the credit value-at-risk 
(credit-var) is used to determine lending limits. the individual 
contribution of every borrower (aggregate debtor or borrower 
unit as appropriate) – the marginal credit-var – to the Bank’s 
total credit risk is limited. furthermore, limits are also set for each 
country to ensure adequate regional diversification.

we always take care to ensure that the vast majority of our 
mortgage business activities consist of top tier mortgages with 
moderate mortgage lending value ratios. the current break-
down based on mortgage lending value is as follows:
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totaL portfoLIo of mortgage and other Loans (InCLudIng open CommItments)

mortgage Lending vaLue
31 dec. 2013 31 dec. 2012

€ relative € relative

up to 60% 12,195,471,461.19 52.7 % 12,338,263,248.51 54.8 %

60.01% to 70% 3,980,613,280.27 17.2 % 3,532,158,613.42 15.7 %

70.01% to 80% 4,477,413,336.06 19.3 % 4,025,515,646.88 17.9 %

80.01% to 90% 1,597,784,154.49 6.9 % 1,607,375,621.07 7.1 %

90.01% to 100% 469,310,007.59 2.0 % 551,803,332.13 2.5 %

over 100% 385,953,713.15 1.7 % 386,307,369.07 1.7 %

without 42,310,847.50 0.2 % 68,167,303.97 0.3 %

total 23,148,856,800.25 100.0 % 22,509,591,135.05 100.0 %

totaL portfoLIo of mortgage and other Loans (InCLudIng open CommItments)

region
31 dec. 2013 31 dec. 2012

€ relative € relative

Baden-wuerttemberg 2,002,970,977.50 8.7 % 1,896,189,042.33 8.4 %

Bavaria 4,236,689,484.83 18.3 % 4,057,843,875.25 18.0 %

Berlin 1,353,106,419.94 5.8 % 1,040,078,854.14 4.6 %

Brandenburg 332,980,607.27 1.4 % 304,289,719.63 1.4 %

Bremen 47,222,300.00 0.2 % 42,616,819.80 0.2 %

hamburg 684,438,162.29 3.0 % 624,497,969.11 2.8 %

hesse 1,297,298,788.69 5.6 % 1,301,855,724.15 5.8 %

mecklenburg-Lower pomerania 182,493,649.16 0.8 % 156,639,009.26 0.7 %

Lower saxony 1,429,620,728.58 6.2 % 1,253,664,748.91 5.6 %

north rhine-westphalia 3,283,465,018.98 14.2 % 3,070,085,694.89 13.6 %

rhineland-palatinate 625,971,130.42 2.7 % 535,751,108.18 2.4 %

saarland 81,006,004.89 0.3 % 56,456,790.62 0.3 %

saxony 644,839,462.49 2.8 % 556,923,290.69 2.5 %

saxony-anhalt 169,453,602.60 0.7 % 140,292,967.66 0.6 %

schleswig-holstein 1,373,814,396.09 5.9 % 1,244,760,646.65 5.5 %

thuringia 158,652,750.00 0.7 % 153,506,127.70 0.7 %

total domestic 17,904,023,483.73 77.3 % 16,435,452,388.97 73.0 %

the regional breakdowns within germany and abroad are as follows:
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totaL portfoLIo of mortgage and other Loans (InCLudIng open CommItments)

sovereign state
31 dec. 2013 31 dec. 2012

€ relative € relative

austria 92,608,765.44 0.4 % 48,234,102.30 0.2 %

france 293,493,261.96 1.3 % 333,525,403.97 1.5 %

uk 583,135,176.07 2.5 % 516,328,353.25 2.3 %

spain 97,070,685.01 0.4 % 89,728,936.12 0.4 %

Luxembourg 4,279,856.25 0.0 % 52,279,856.25 0.2 %

sweden 5,157,070.13 0.0 % 5,323,584.25 0.0 %

switzerland 3,161,580,918.31 13.7 % 3,225,676,920.69 14.3 %

the netherlands 168,722,890.10 0.7 % 192,105,590.27 0.9 %

Belgium 6,439,938.24 0.0 % 6,440,814.73 0.0 %

usa 832,344,755.01 3.6 % 1,604,495,184.25 7.1 %

 

total foreign 5,244,833,316.52 22.7 % 6,074,138,746.08 27.0 %

 

total domestic and foreign 23,148,856,800.25 100.0 % 22,509,591,135.05 100.0 %

the management of lending risks begins with the selection of 
the target business when drafting the terms of the loan, using 
risk-cost functions that are regularly reviewed. a variety of rat-
ing or scoring procedures are used depending on the type and 
risk content of the transaction.

in addition, a computer-based early warning system is used to 
identify risks on a timely basis.

a widely diversified property finance portfolio with an empha-
sis on residential property financing, combined with our credit 
approval procedures, which have proven their value over many 
years, ensures a portfolio with a low level of credit risk. our lend-
ing business with public sector borrowers and banks is primarily 
focused on central and regional governments, regional and local 
authorities, and west european banks. regional emphasis is on 
germany or western europe. our objective is to further shrink 
our portfolio of loans made to banks. highly liquid sovereign 
bonds and other very creditworthy securities will, however, con-
tinue to be needed in order to meet the new liquidity require-
ments mandated within the framework of Basel iii.

depending on their ratings, mortgage loans are examined to 
determine any non-performance or other negative factors which 
could trigger an individual adjustment to value. furthermore, 
an additional system to monitor individual adjustment to value 
is used by the Bank’s work-out management group, especially 
for the non-retail market business.

the Bank has created a general adjustment-to-value reserve as 
a precautionary measure to cover latent lending risks. this gen-
eral adjustment to value is calculated per the terms contained 
in a federal ministry of finance notice dated January 10, 1994.

the key default rate is calculated using 60 percent of the aver-
age volume of defaults that took place over the last five years 
vis-a-vis the average volume of loans-at-risk made over this 
period. the general adjustment to value is the result of multi-
plying the default rate by the volume of loans-at-risk on the 
balance sheet date.

individual adjustments to value taken remained at a low level 
for our residential property financing business due to the great 
stability of the residential property market. this also generally 
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totaL LendIng BusIness

in € millions
opening  
balance addition reversals utilisation

Changes  
related to  

exchange rate 
shifts and 

other factors
Closing  
balance

individual adjust-

ment to value 48.5 14.9 -3.2 -6.0 -1.3 52.8

general adjust-

ment to value 13.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 13.5

the individual and general adjustments to value developed as follows in 2013:

applies for our commercial property financing business, whereby 
difficult market conditions in the netherlands in 2013 led to 
moderately precautionary provisions for risk. münchenerhyp 
has not entered into any new business transactions in the usa 
since 2009. as a result, the portfolio of existing loans will con-
tinue to shrink rapidly, just as in 2013. precautionary provisions 
for risks associated with the remaining american loan portfolio 
were marginally increased. 

Business relationships with financial institutions are primarily 
based on master agreements that permit settlement of claims 
and liabilities (netting) vis-a-vis the other institution. in general, 
we also enter into collateral agreements. in the future we will 
use a so-called central counterparty (ccp) as the preferred basis 
for settling derivative trades.

market prICe rIsks

market price risks consist of the risks to the value of positions 
due to changes in market parameters including interest rates, 
volatility and exchange rates among others. these risks are quan-
tified as potential losses of present value using a present value 
model that differentiates between risks related to interest rates, 
options and currency rates.

interest rate risks are divided into two categories: general and 
specific interest rate risks. general interest rate risks refers to 
risk arising from changes in the market value of investments 

or liabilities that are dependent on the general level of interest 
rates, and which will react negatively if interest rates change.

specific interest rate risks are also referred to as (credit) spread 
risks, and are included under market price risks. credit spread 
is the term used to describe the difference between the yield 
generated by a risk-less bond and a risky bond. spread risks take 
into account the danger that this difference in interest rates can 
change although creditworthiness ratings remain unchanged. 
the reasons for altered yield premiums are:

  varying opinions of market participants regarding positions,
  the creditworthiness of the issuer actually changes although 

the issuer’s credit rating does not yet reflect this change,
  macro-economic factors that influence creditworthiness 

categories.

this risk remained the focal point of attention in 2013, especially 
for supervisory authorities and market participants, due to the 
ongoing debt and confidence crisis in certain european countries. 
the valuation of our securities portfolio was favourably affected 
as spreads – which had widened sharply in earlier years – nar-
rowed significantly over the last two years. the Bank’s portfolio 
of bonds issued by eurozone countries more heavily affected by 
the sovereign debt crisis, or in bonds issued by banks domiciled 
in these countries, remained at a moderate level. the Bank has 
not made any new investments in countries located on the pe-
riphery of eurozone since 2011.
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figures shown under “sovereign states” also include claims 
against non-government debtors, which are additionally secured 
by direct and immediate guarantees issued by the respective 
state, in addition to government bonds or other public-sector 
bonds.

we do not believe that our investments are currently in danger 
of default. we are of the opinion that the measures taken by 
individual states, as well as protective mechanisms enacted at 
eu levels, are appropriate to ensure the repayment of the affect-
ed liabilities. in the case of bank bonds, all of these bonds are 
covered bonds so that in this instance we also anticipate that 
they will be repaid as contractually agreed.

among other risks, options involve the following risks: volatility 
risk (vega; risk that the value of a derivative instrument will 
change due to increasing or decreasing volatility), time risk (the-
ta; time risk measures how passage of time impacts on the value 
of a derivative instrument when part of the value is determined 
by the remaining time left until a contract expires), rho risk (risk 
associated with a change in the value of the option due to a 
change in a risk-less rate of interest), and gamma risk (risk of a 
change in the option’s delta due to a change in the price of the 
underlying security; the option’s delta therefore describes the 
change in the value of the option due to the change in the value 
of the underlying security). the volume of risks assumed is mod-
erate as options are generally not employed in the capital market 
business for speculative purposes. option positions are generally 
entered into on an implied basis due to the debtors’ option rights 

(for example the right to give legal notice of termination per art. 
489 of the german civil code – BgB) and are then hedged as 
needed. these risks are attentively monitored in the daily risk 
report and are limited.

currency risk defines the risk arising from negative changes in 
the market value of investments or liabilities dependent on cur-
rency exchange rates and which will react negatively due to 
changes in currency exchange rates. münchenerhyp’s transac-
tions outside germany are hedged against currency risks to the 
greatest extent possible and only margins involved in payment 
of interest can be partially unhedged.

stock risks are not relevant for münchenerhyp as our total in-
vestments in this asset class amount to less than € 5 million.

market price risks are controlled by determining the present 
value of all of münchenerhyp’s transaction on a daily basis. 
transactions whose values are established by discounting cash 
flows are evaluated by the Bank’s sap inventory control system. 
a dedicated system is used to set the value of structured trans-
actions – mainly interest rate capping agreements, swaptions, 
as well as legal and individually agreed termination rights. the 
backbone of our interest risk control operations is the delta vec-
tor, which is calculated on a daily basis. this figure is determined 
by the present value of the change incurred per range of ma-
turities when the mid-swap curve is affected by one basis point. 
münchenerhyp uses the value-at-risk figure to identify and 
limit market risks. Linear as well as non-linear risks are taken into 

sovereIgn states Banks totaL

nominal value 
in € millions covered uncovered

31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

portugal    60 70 127 147 0 20 187 237

Italy 97 96 40 60 0 0 137 156

Ireland 23 30 60 60 0 0 83 90

greece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

spain 65 122 620 700 0 5* 685 827

total 245 318 847 967 0 25 1,092 1,310

* with explicit state guarantee
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consideration using a delta-gamma approach when calculating 
value at risk. in addition, different stress scenarios are used here 
to measure the effect of extreme shifts in risk factors and the 
effects of other risk categories. 

the current (daily) stress scenarios are: 

  Legal supervisory requirements: the current interest rate 
curve is completely parallel shifted up and down by 200 base 
points for every separate currency used. the worst result of 
the two shifts is used for calculation purposes.

  parallel shifts: the current interest rate curve is completely 
shifted up and down by 100 base points across all currencies. 
the worst result of the two shifts is used for calculation pur-
poses.

  steepening/flattening: the current interest rate curve is ro-
tated in both directions around the 5-year rate as the fixed 
point.

  historical simulations:
	 •  september 11, 2001 terror attack in new york: changes 

seen in market prices between september 10, 2001 and 
september 24, 2001 – the immediate market reaction to 
the attack – are played out using the current levels.

	 •  the 2008 crisis in the financial markets: changes in inter-
est rates seen between september 12, 2008 (last banking 
day before the collapse of Lehman Brothers) and october 
10, 2008 are played out using the current levels.

the maximum value at risk (var) of the Bank’s books (interest 
and currencies) at a confidence level of 99.5 percent at a ten-day 
holding period in 2013 was just under € 18 million. the average 
figure was about € 10 million. 

due to the fact that münchenerhyp is a trading book institution 
(only for futures) we use a special application to control poten-
tial risks in this area, also on an intraday basis. furthermore, 
these trades are also integrated into our normal reporting. no 
futures deals were conducted in 2013.

münchenerhyp controls its credit spread risks by calculating the 
present value of its asset-related capital market transactions on 
a daily basis. Based on the cash flow data generated by opera-
tions system, the Bank uses its own applications to calculate the 

credit spread var, the credit spread sensitivities and various 
credit spread stress scenarios.

münchenerhyp uses the value-at-risk (var) figure to identify 
and limit credit spread risks. the var figure is calculated based 
on historical simulation.

the current (daily) credit spread stress scenarios are:

  parallel shifts: all credit spreads are shifted up and down by 
100 base points. the worst result of the two shifts is used for 
calculation purposes.

  historical simulation of the collapse of the investment bank 
Lehman Brothers: the scenario assumes an immediate change 
in spreads based on the changes that occurred one working 
day before the collapse of the investment bank until four 
weeks after this date.

  worst case scenario: the maximum widening of spreads for 
all classes of securities in the Bank’s portfolio since January 
2, 2007 is calculated. the average value of these calculations 
is used as the parallel shift to the respective class of security.

  flight into government bonds: the scenario simulates a signi-
ficantly visible aversion to risk that was previously seen in 
the markets. spreads for riskier classes of paper widen while 
spreads for safer government bonds narrow. 

  euro-crisis: the scenario replicates the development of spreads 
during the euro-crisis that took place from october 1, 2010 
and november 8, 2011. during the period the spreads of less 
creditworthy government bonds, in particular, rose sharply.

  worst case scenario up to the collapse of Lehman Brothers: 
this scenario is derived from the worst case scenario. the 
time period used here starts on January 2, 2007 and ends one 
banking work day before the collapse of Lehman Brothers.

the credit spread var for the entire portfolio using a 99.5 per-
cent level of confidence and holding period of one year was € 
409 million in 2013, while the average figure was about € 364 
million.

the credit spread var for current assets (only third-party secu-
rities) using a 95 percent level of confidence and holding peri-
od of one year was € 4 million in 2013, the average figure was 
about € 1 million.
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LIquIdIty rIsks

Liquidity risks consist of the following risks:

  inability to fulfil payment obligations when they come due 
(liquidity risk in the narrow sense), 

  inability to procure sufficient liquidity when needed at an-
ticipated conditions (refinancing risk),

  inability to terminate, extend or close out a transaction, or 
only be able to do so at a loss, due to insufficient market 
depth or market turbulence (market liquidity risk).

münchenerhyp differentiates between short-term solvency pro-
tection and mid-term structural liquidity planning.

SHORT-TERM ASSuRAnCE OF SOLvEnCy
the purpose of short-term assurance of solvency is to ensure 
that the Bank is fully able to meet its required payment obliga-
tions (payment willingness) as agreed on a daily basis, even dur-
ing stress situations. in meeting this obligation the Bank fully 
implements all of the currently applicable legal supervisory re-
quirements regarding liquidity reserves that must be held by 
banks. in doing so, münchenerhyp has categorised itself as a 
capital market oriented institution per the terms of marisk, and 
therefore also fulfils requirements pursuant to Btr 3.2.

marisk distinguishes between four different scenarios, which 
were implemented accordingly: 

 1) Base case: corresponds to the bank’s control case.
 2)  Bank stress: the reputation of the institution deteriorates, 

for example, due to high balance sheet losses.
 3)  market stress: short-lived event that affects a segment of 

the financial markets. examples of this are the september 
11, 2001 terror attack, or the financial market/sovereign 
debt crisis.

 4)  combined stress: simultaneous occurrence of bank and 
market stress. marisk demands that an institution must 
be able to meet the liquidity requirements arising from 
this scenario for at least 30 days.

varying model assumptions for all important cash flows were 
derived for each scenario; for example accessing our liquidity 
lines or guarantees (aval), the temporary utilisation of previously 
made lending commitments, or the development of collateral. 
Beyond this, all securities were divided into different liquidity 
categories. Based on this, we determined the volume that would 
be sold, over which time period, or could be used for a repo 
transaction to generate additional liquidity to meet the require-
ments for each individual scenario. Legal restrictions, like the 
pfandbrief act’s 180 day rule, were always observed in all cases. 
the result is a day-certain presentation of the available liquidity 
for a one year horizon in three currencies: euro, us dollar, and 
swiss francs. positions in other currencies are negligible.

MID-TERM STRuCTuRAL LIquIDITy PLAnnInG
the purpose of structural liquidity planning is to ensure mid-
term liquidity and involves the following key liquidity figures as 
components for determining results across all due dates:

  accumulated total cash flow requirements,
  available potential covered funding included planned new 

business and prolongations in line with the surplus cover re-
quirements set by the rating agency moody’s,

  uncovered refinancing needs,
  additional detailed data for planning and control activities.

callable balance sheet items are taken into account for scenario 
analysis for the purpose of liquidity preview as required: either 
by next redemption date, by legal termination date, or weighted 
with the probability of their being redeemed. 

additional stress scenarios are conducted based on structural 
liquidity planning. an integrated stress test concept was devel-
oped to achieve the best possible structured and flexible measure 
of risk:

  various liquidity risk factors were identified for the münche-
ner hypothekenbank. these factors are focused on either mar-
ket or reputational effects.

  a total of five stress tests were defined on the basis of these 
risk factors. 
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1) reputation scenario (high stress) 
2) market scenario (high stress) 
3) market and reputations scenario (light stress) 
4) market and reputations scenario (high stress) 
5) worst case scenario

  complementary to the stress tests, corresponding measures 
were defined for simulation purposes to reduce the liquidity 
risks in the respective cases.

the limitation of liquidity risks takes place using the structured 
liquidity forecast and the stress scenarios based on the Bank’s 
uncovered refinancing needs.

in order to reduce refinancing risks, münchenerhyp strives to re-
finance loans with matching maturities and continuously checks 
if its relevant refinancing sources (primarily those within the 
cooperative financial network) remain available. in order to limit 
market liquidity risks in its lending business with public-sector 
borrowers and banks, münchenerhyp primarily acquires securities 
that are acceptable as collateral by the european central Bank 
(ecB), and which can be used for open market business at any 
time. 

investments in less liquid bonds, like mortgage Backed securities 
(mBs), are no longer being made. the portfolio was valued at 
€ 13 million as of december 31, 2013 and consisted of one final 
commercial mortgage Backed security (cmBs) backed by prop-
erty in europe. as of december 31, 2012 the anticipated time-to-
maturity of this security was about 3 years.

operatIonaL rIsks 

operational risks refer to possible losses caused by personal mis-
conduct, weaknesses in procedural or project management, tech-
nical failure or negative outside influences. personal misconduct 
also includes unlawful actions, improper sales practices, unau-
thorised actions and transaction errors. 

the major portion of damages incurred last year stemmed from 
losses related to the disposal of properties that were too highly 
mortgaged.

we minimise our operational risks by qualifying our employees, 
using transparent processes, automating standard procedures, 
and by having fixed working instructions, comprehensive func-
tional testing of the it-systems, as well as appropriate emergen-
cy plans and preventive measures. insurable risks are covered 
by insurance to the normal extent required by banks.

aBILIty to Bear rIsks 

the professional concepts and models used to calculate the 
abilities to bear risks are continuously further developed in ac-
cordance with legal supervisory requirements. münchenerhyp 
calculates its ability to bear risks based on the going-concern 
as well as the so-called insolvency case scenarios. the going-
concern scenario is the relevant method used for control pur-
poses. this scenario is used to determine if the bank still would 
have an adequate equity capital ratio exceeding the legally re-
quired minimums after the occurrence of risks contained in all 
of the risk categories. the only cover potential that may be used 
to cover risks in this scenario is the freely available regulatory 
equity capital.

the scenario deducts market risks, counterparty risks, operational 
risks, spread and migration risks, participation risks, as well as 
model risks containing other non-explicitly defined risks. risks 
on cover potential for risks are accounted for on a conservative 
basis and without taking diversification effects between the risk 
categories into consideration.

münchenerhyp’s risk bearing capacity was continuously given 
throughout the entire 2013 business year. 

the gone-concern, or insolvency scenario, was additionally in-
troduced in 2012 to establish a method of controlling in accord-
ance with the Bafin paper, “supervisory assessment of banks’ 
internal concepts concerning their ability to bear risks”. this 
method of controlling takes all unrealised losses into consider-
ation that are not included in the going-concern scenario. the 
Bank’s risk bearing capacity was also continuously given through-
out last year using the insolvency scenario. 
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use of fInanCe Instruments for hedgIng purposes

we engage in hedging activities – interest rate and currency 
derivatives – in order to further reduce our risks and to hedge 
our business activities. credit derivatives are not employed. in 
the past, we have only occasionally insured individual loans or 
portfolios against default. at the level of individual transactions, 
we use asset swaps as micro-hedges. structured fundamental 
transactions such as callable securities are hedged accordingly 
with structured asset swaps. matching currency funding is pri-
marily sought to hedge foreign exchange risks arising from trans-
actions involving foreign currencies; the remaining deals are 
hedged using (interest rate) – currency swaps. the main hedg-
ing instruments we use at the portfolio level are interest rate 
swaps and swaptions. in addition to linear instruments, Bermu-
dan options on interest swaps (swaptions) and interest options 
(caps and floors) are also used as hedges for embedded legal ter-
mination rights or arrangements to limit interest rates.

aCCountIng-Based InternaL ControL and rIsk  
management proCedures 

the accounting-based internal control system is documented in 
organisational guidelines, descriptions of work processes, finan-
cial reporting handbooks, and numerous operating instructions. 
it contains organisational security measures, and ongoing mea-
sures and controls that are integrated in the work processes. these 
are, in particular, separation of functions, the double-check prin-
ciple, access limitations, payment guidelines, new product pro-
cess and balance confirmations. process-independent measures 
are, above all, carried out by the internal audit department.

the risk management methods described in the risk report pro-
vide continuous qualitative and quantitative statements regard-
ing münchenerhyp’s economic situation, including, for example, 
the development of performance. this evaluation involves as-
pects of all risk categories.

a close coordination procedure exists between the risk control-
ling and accounting departments at münchenerhyp. this coor-
dination procedure is supervised by the entire Board of manage-
ment.

the results from the risk management system form the basis 
for the multi-year planning calculations, year-end projections, 
and agreement procedures for approving the realised key fig-
ures generated by the Bank’s accounting process.

Corporate pLannIng 

münchenerhyp continues to pursue a growth strategy for its 
residential and commercial property financing activities built 
on a solid foundation of pfandbrief-based financing. the fur-
ther strengthening of the Bank’s earning power will continue 
to be our overarching strategic goal. in working towards this 
goal the Bank’s strategic planning is focused on measures to 
improve net interest income and net commission income, in-
crease cost efficiency, and keep risks under control.

the annual adjustment of our business and risk strategy required 
by the marisk defines the formal planning framework for this. 
our integrated process plays a key role in the planning and man-
agement of our operations. this process synchronises our sales 
goals, management of the decentral and central components of 
our administrative expenses – including our project portfolio – 
with the outlook for the profit and loss account as it develops 
over the course of the year. all of the income and expense ele-
ments, as well as our ability to bear risks, are continually moni-
tored respectively planned on a continuous basis, thereby allow-
ing the Bank to respond appropriately and in a timely manner 
to fluctuations in earnings or costs. 
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Far more commitment.
For more sustainable

results.

münchenerhyp is guided by the concept of sustainable business 

practices. we want to be a reliable financing partner with a lasting 

business policy. and when our customers, partners and investors al-

so see us in the same light it pleases us even more. thus, last year 

international investors voted us the “Best global issuer 2013” be-

cause of our pfandbrief issues. Beyond this we gladly accept our 

ecological and social responsibilities. for example, in 2013 we sup-

ported the Job mentoring project initiated by the munich citizens 

foundation (Bürgerstiftung münchen). we received the 2014 im-

mobilienmanager award (given by a german property magazine 

with the same title) in the category of social responsibility for this 

commitment. furthermore, members of our supervisory Board and 

Board of management personally planted trees and shrubs as part 

of a forestry project we support in tegernsee valley.



Far more commitment.
For more sustainable

results.

Left page, on the left side of the pictures: Rafael Scholz (Head of Treasury) and Claudia Bärdges-Koch  
(Deputy Head of Treasury) accept the “Best Global Issuer 2013” award. Right page, top: Forest plant-
ing in Tegernsee valley with Dr. Louis Hagen, Spokesman of MünchenerHyp’s Board of Management. 
Below left: Bernhard Heinlein, Member of the Board of Management, presents donation to Bürger- 
Stiftung München. Below right: 2014 immobilienmanager Awards ceremony where MünchenerHyp  
received the Social Responsibility prize. Dr. Patrick Wellas (Head of Sustainability Management, left) and 
Dr. Benno-Eide Siebs (Press Officer). Bottom: Support for MünchenerHyp’s sustainability management 
programme: the team of advisors from the Munich university of applied sciences: Prof. Dr. Holger 
Günzel (left), university of Munich students, Prof. Dr. Georg Zollner (right) with Dr. Phil Zundel (Head 
of Board of Management Staff and Human Resources (3rd from left), and Dr. Patrick Wellas (5th from left).
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dIsCLaImer regardIng forward-LookIng  
statements

the outlook as well as other sections of the annual report con-
tains forward-looking statements related to future expectations 
and anticipated events. these forward-looking statements, es-
pecially those concerning the development of münchenerhyp’s 
business and financial performance, are based on planned expec-
tations and estimates and are subject to risks and uncertainties. 
for this reason actual results may differ materially from currently 
predicted figures.

eConomIC deveLopment and fInanCIaL markets

economic experts agree that the global economy will recover 
substantially in 2014. the international monetary fund (imf) 
anticipates growth of 3.7 percent, which – for the first time in 
five years – will be primarily driven by the growing economic 
recovery of the industrialised nations. however, the global econ-
omy still faces risks that could hinder favourable development. 
these risks include, in particular, the consequences of the fed 
winding down its bond purchase programme; the still unresolved 
sovereign debt crisis in the eurozone, as well as the unsettled 
political situation in the near east, which could lead to a signifi-
cant rise in the price of oil if it worsens.

the economic outlook for the eurozone has brightened over the 
past two years following the recession, despite the unchanging 
risks that could arise from the sovereign debt crisis. experts an-
ticipate economic growth of about 1 percent for 2014. further-
more, countries on the periphery of the eurozone – with the 
exception of greece and cyprus – are also anticipated to return 
to growth. however, growth will still be dampened by necessary 
consolidation efforts, as well as by high levels of sovereign debt.

in comparison to the rest of europe, germany is expected to post 
above-average growth of 1.7 percent in 2014 as it benefits from 
its good competiveness and strong export capacities against the 
background of the upswing in the global economy. moreover, 
it is anticipated that investments will be supported by attractive 

financing conditions and are likely to grow by over 4 percent. 
the outlook for the construction industry is also favourable as 
revenues are anticipated to increase in this sector by 3.5 percent. 
within this sector construction of new housing is expected to 
have the best outlook for growth and rise by 5 percent. 

according to estimates prepared by the kiel institute for the 
world economy, the labour market should see the number of 
employed rise further. unemployment figures should remain sta-
ble as a portion of the rising number of employed persons stems 
from increasing immigration. strong employment figures lead 
to rising inflows to the social insurance funds and higher reve-
nues from taxes. as a result, the government is expected to post 
a budget that is almost balanced. the rate of inflation is antici-
pated to be 1.7 percent and at about last year’s level.

“The global economy should recover  
significantly in 2014. Economic experts anticipate 
Germany to post stronger growth in comparison  

to the rest of Europe.”

the central banks’ monetary policy will again be the key factor 
influencing financial markets in 2014. the ecB, the Bank of eng-
land and the Bank of Japan are likely to continue their expan-
sive interest rate policies and refrain from raising interest rates. 
the central banks’ course will be supported by the anticipated 
static level of low rates of inflation. the fed announced in de-
cember that it would begin to slowly exit from its extremely 
expansive monetary policy. the tapering of the fed’s bond pur-
chases should, however, take place flexibly and hinge on eco-
nomic development. the market anticipates that the fed’s bond 
purchasing programme will conclude at the end of 2014. in gen-
eral, a moderate increase in long-term interest rates is expected 
to take place. a sharper rise in interest rates could also happen, 
and would lead to stronger reactions in the financial markets.

Low issuing activities on the part of banks combined with very 
high investor demand will continue to keep spreads stable and 
low, especially for pfandbriefe. we do not currently anticipate 
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that spreads will narrow further in view of the level they have 
reached in the interim. covered bonds benefit from their no-
Bail-in-status – non-participation of creditors if the issuer de-
faults – in comparison to the status of senior unsecured Bonds 
in the event of an issuer being forced into liquidation. further-
more, the decision of the supervisory authority defining how 
covered Bonds should be accounted for in calculating the Liquid-
ity coverage ratio is also likely to have had an influence on the 
development of spreads. due a reduction in assets and adjusted 
business strategies, we anticipate that german issuers will again 
float a significantly lower volume of securities in 2014.

property and property fInanCIng markets

the german property market will also develop favourably in 
2014. this outlook is based, in particular, on good financing 
conditions coupled with continuing low interest rates, a stable 
labour market and the lack of attractive investment alternatives. 

this is why prices for residential property are expected to rise 
further and faster than the rate of inflation. experts, however, 
anticipate that the pace of rising prices will slow slightly. de-
mand for houses and condominiums will be particularly strong 
in major cities and prosperous regions as not enough housing 
is being built despite the rising number of building permits. 
rents will also rise significantly in these regions, with experts 
anticipating increases of 5 percent in major cities. in contrast, 
demographic development is the primary reason why higher 
purchase prices and rents are not expected to be seen in eco-
nomically weaker regions.

the risk of a property bubble occurring across germany remains 
limited due the unchanging conservative financing structures 
in the residential property sector. however, local overheating 
cannot be ruled out. furthermore, a substantial increase in in-
terest rates, which would raise financing costs and dampen buy-
er intentions, is not very likely.

in this environment competition will remain high in the prop-
erty financing market. we do not, however, expect price-based 
competition to heat up further as a floor appears to have formed 
for lending margins for some time now. according to estimates 
prepared by Bvr volumes of business in the german residential 

property financing market will only grow slightly by 1.6 percent 
and be mainly driven by loans to build new housing and to mod-
ernise property. 

rental properties are increasingly attracting the attention of 
property investors in many other european residential property 
markets. this applies particularly in those regions where demand 
for space exceeds supply and the where the current overall de-
mographic and infrastructural conditions, and outlook are fa-
vourable. these regions include locations in the major centres 
of the uk, france, the randstad region in the netherlands, as 
well as numerous metropolitan areas in northern europe.

it is expected that prices will continue to rise in the swiss resi-
dential property market, even though they will slacken a bit, 
especially for single-family houses and condominiums. as in-
terest rates are also anticipated to remain low in switzerland, 
it may be expected that the volume of mortgage loans will con-
tinue to grow. the swiss national Bank will respond to this sit-
uation by taking additional measures to curb the growth of 
mortgage loans in the property market and enhance its stability. 

“The German property market will continue to 
develop favourably. This outlook is supported by 

generally positive conditions.”

the recovery seen in the american residential property market 
will continue. investments in housing construction are again ex-
pected to increase significantly. strong demand seen for con-
struction of rental properties is also expected to continue over 
the mid-term. however, there is a risk that construction in this 
market segment may exceed demand and lead to excess capaci-
ties due to the high level of investments currently taking place 
to build new apartment buildings because of very high current 
demand. 

the outlook for the german commercial property market is good 
and investor interest should remain high. demand will continue 
to be primarily focused on core properties, although the supply 
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of these properties is, however, is limited. the big property brokers 
anticipate that the volume of transactions in 2014 will again be 
about € 30 billion. yields will remain low. growth of rents at the 
top end will slow. increasing scarcity of available core properties 
will lead to greater competition among investors, as well as pro-
viders of financing. it anticipated that there will be a far greater 
inclination towards investments in B-class properties and loca-
tions. financially strong and conservative investors like insurance 
companies, pension funds and foundations will, however, con-
tinue to primarily focus on core properties. 

a similar situation is visible in the uk where London will continue 
to dominate the British commercial property investment market. 
investors in London also focus on core properties. however, the 
scarcity of appropriate properties has pushed prices significantly 
higher and as a result investors are now turning their attention 
to B-location properties in London and adjacent regions, as well 
as other regions. we therefore expect that although yields will 
decline a bit in London, the pace of rising prices paid for com-
mercial property will slow significantly. 

the development of the french commercial property market de-
pends heavily on the success of the consolidation of france’s 
economy. the market is only likely to receive limited stimulus 
from this direction as only a modest upswing is expected. for 
this reason, the investment and rental markets are only foreseen 
to perform at last year’s level. this outlook excludes the greater 
paris area, where a rising volume of transactions is anticipated, 
especially in the office property segment. yields will develop 
stably, although they could also decline slightly for core prop-
erties. 

favourable market conditions in the commercial property mar-
ket in the usa will further stabilise in 2014, especially in core 
markets and locations with above average job growth. increased 
demand and a continuing recovery are also forecast for the sec-
ondary markets. the upswing in the market can be interrupted 
again as both overall economic conditions and the future de-
velopment of interest rates in the usa are accompanied with 
uncertainty.

deveLopment of BusIness at  
münChener hypothekenBank

münchenerhyp will remain on its growth course in 2014. in view 
of the overall good conditions in the german residential and 
commercial property markets we again anticipate high demand 
for property financing. against this background we are planning 
to record at least € 3 billion in new mortgage business.

working together with the german cooperative banks we benefit, 
especially in the residential property financing area of business, 
from having partners who are solidly anchored in their markets, 
have strong sales capabilities and high standings with their cus-
tomers. for this reason the Bvr anticipates that new residential 
property financing business generated by cooperative banks will 
rise by 3.8 percent. our objective is to complement the range of 
products offered by our cooperative partner banks via brokered 
business in order to realise their customers’ desires and expand 
our share of the market together.

we will further pursue our collaboration with independent finan-
cial service providers. we are aiming to generate new business 
between € 400 million and € 600 million. our successful coop-
eration with swiss postfinance will be continued.

“We want to continue our growth course. We 
expect that there will be renewed high demand for 

property financing, especially in Germany.”

we anticipate that our new business in the commercial property 
financing area of business will be at the previous year’s level. 
our emphasis will remain on financing property transactions in 
germany, where we will focus on direct and syndicated loans 
with mainly institutional customers and professional private in-
vestors. we also aim to gradually expand our collaboration with 
the volksbanken and raiffeisenbanken in this area of business. 
in addition, we also plan to continue financing major housing 
portfolios in germany.
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we believe that the volume of business with the public-sector 
and banks will be similar to the previous year’s level. the prima-
ry purpose of this area of business remains unchanged: control 
of liquidity and cover pools.

despite a comparatively high new mortgage business, our refi-
nancing needs will be lower in 2014 as the volume of maturing 
bonds will only be just under 40 percent of the previous year’s 
figure. the main emphasis of our issues will remain unchanged 
and be on mortgage and public pfandbriefe. we expect that we 
will launch three covered benchmark issues with a minimum 
volume of € 500 million per issue. private placements are also 
an important refinancing element for us and enable us to meet 
individual investor requirements.

“We are confident that we will attain our objectives 
for the 2014 fiscal year.”

as in the previous year, we anticipate that a major portion of our 
uncovered refinancing requirements will be met by institutes 
within the cooperative financial network.

we plan to further expand our sustainability-related activities 
and the management of our sustainability efforts. in addition, 
we want to further improve our ratings for sustainability. 

we are striving to increase our net interest income from our 
business operations in 2014. the stable development noted in 
our core markets offers us unchanging opportunities to further 
expand our new business and our mortgage portfolio. 

this will also have an increasingly favourable effect on the Bank’s 
results. for this reason we anticipate that our results will rise 
further in 2014.

despite a decline in other associated costs, we anticipate that 
our administrative expenses will rise slightly in 2014 due to high-
er costs for strategically important tasks, and projects arising 

from regulatory requirements. we nevertheless still anticipate 
that we will post a cost-income ratio of less than 60 percent.

Based on currently available information, we expect that pro-
visions for risks related to our lending business will develop in 
a stable fashion.

our plans also include issues concerning the appropriate level 
of equity capital. the Bank will be required to have a common 
equity tier 1 capital ratio of 8 percent following the planned 
takeover of banking supervisory duties by the ecB on novem-
ber 4, 2014. despite the easing of equity capital requirements 
arising from the Bank’s accreditation to employ irBa, this change 
means that münchenerhyp will have to acquire common equity 
tier 1 capital in the form of additional paid up capital as it is not 
possible for the Bank to divest itself of risk-weighted assets with-
out having a substantial impact on the income statement and 
cover for pfandbriefe. the successful conclusion of these mea-
sures during the current business year assures that the Bank can 
meet equity capital requirements mandated by supervisory rules 
on a lasting basis. 

in light of the anticipated good market conditions, we are con-
fident that we will achieve our targets for the 2014 business year 
and further improve our market position. we believe that we can 
achieve higher net income for the year than in 2013.
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BaLanCe sheet, 31 deCemBer 2013

assets 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

1. Cash reserve

 a) cash on hand 18,399.42 18

 b) Balances with central Banks 43,103,190.53 24,616

  of which 

  with deutsche Bundesbank € 43,103,190.53

43,121,589.95 24,634

2. Claims on banks

 a) mortgage loans 24,391,094.07 40,844

 b) public-sector loans 818,592,302.20 1,053,438

 c) other claims 2,420,837,420.21 2,947,950

  of which 

  payable on demand € 1,292,468,195.36

3,263,820,816.48 4,042,232

3. Claims on customers

 a) mortgage loans 21,345,001,176.21 20,781,353

 b) public-sector loans 5,074,275,679.01 5,514,100

 c) other claims 110,644,907.74 140,509

  of which 

  with securities pledged as collateral € 34,714.43

26,529,921,762.96 26,435,962

4.  Bonds and other fixed-income securities

 a) Bonds and notes 4,573,630,225.18 5,817,355

 aa) public-sector issuers € 1,045,741,759.39 ( 1,397,994 )

 of which 

 eligible as collateral for deutsche Bundesbank

 advances € 948,015,582.31

 ab) other issuers € 3,527,888,465.79 ( 4,419,361 )

 of which 

 eligible as collateral for deutsche Bundesbank

 advances € 3,302,667,457.23

 b) own bonds and notes 181,132,510.21 17,103

 nominal value € 176,460,129.82

4,754,762,735.39 5,834,458

carried forward 34,591,626,904.78 36,337,286

BaLanCe sheet – münChener hypothekenBank eg  l  annuaL report 2013
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LIaBILItIes, CapItaL and reserves 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

1. Liabilities to banks

 a) registered mortgage pfandbriefe issued 709,070,416.95 626,744

 b) registered public pfandbriefe issued 91,628,200.96 207,329

 c) other liabilities 3,496,562,796.80 5,496,174

 of which

 payable on demand € 450,412,373.71

  delivered to lenders as collateral for loans received 

registered mortgage pfandbriefe € 9,057.86

4,297,261,414.71 6,330,247

2. Liabilities to customers

 a) registered mortgage pfandbriefe issued 6,395,572,701.13 4,515,974

 b) registered public pfandbriefe issued 3,796,085,038.70 4,200,885

 c) other liabilities 2,434,115,880.10 2,267,617

 of which 

 payable on demand € 73,288,802.61

12,625,773,619.93 10,984,476

3. Certificated liabilities

 a) Bonds issued 16,487,000,267.56 17,923,280

 aa) mortgage pfandbriefe € 9,523,866,107.59 ( 10,234,261 )

 ab) public pfandbriefe € 2,613,612,702.62 ( 3,243,749 )

 ac)  other bonds and fixed-income  

securities € 4,349,521,457.35 ( 4,445,270 )

 b) other certificated liabilities 282,490,476.36 218,661

 of which

 money market paper € 282,490,476.36

16,769,490,743.92 18,141,941

4. Liabilities incurred as trustee 83,412.39 113

 of which 

 loans € 83,412.39

5. other liabilities 80,916,579.08 147,780

carried forward 33,773,525,770.03 35,604,557
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assets 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

Brought forward 34,591,626,904.78 36,337,286

5. equities and other variable-yield securities 13,122,543.66 13,258

6.  participations and shares in cooperatives

 a) participations 77,508,262.10 77,761

  of which

  credit institutions € 17,189,982.18

 b) shares in cooperatives 18,500.00 19

  of which 

  in credit cooperatives € 15,500.00 

77,526,762.10 77,780

7. shares in affiliated companies 11,151,601.64 11,152

8. assets held in trust 83,412.39 113

 of which 

 loans € 83,412.39

9. Intangible assets

 a)   concessions acquired for consideration, commercial 

rights and similar rights and values, as well as licens-

es to these rights and values 12,530,917.91 10,499

 b) payments made on account 0.00 0

12,530,917.91 10,499

10. tangible assets 73,784,447.52 75,224

11. other assets 64,688,556.16 64,475

12. deferred items

 a) from issuing and lending business 53,079,889.44 52,231

 b) other 923,278.10 1,241

54,003,167.54 53,472

total assets 34,898,518,313.70 36,643,259

BaLanCe sheet – münChener hypothekenBank eg  l  annuaL report 2013
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LIaBILItIes, CapItaL and reserves 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

Brought forward 33,773,525,770.03 35,604,557

6. deferred items

 from issuing and lending business 19,845,406.98 22,101

19,845,406.98 22,101

7. provisions

 a) provisions for pensions and similar obligations 26,080,042.00 25,066

 b) provisions for taxes 6,159,000.00 2,030

 c) other provisions 20,288,724.00 20,183

52,527,766.00 47,279

8. subordinated liabilities 156,200,000.00 156,200

9. profit-participation certificates 6,135,502.57 16,361

10. fund for general banking risks 9,250,000.00 4,250

11. Capital and reserves

 a) subscribed capital 590,287,390.35 503,239

  aa) members’ capital contributions € 249,640,212.53 ( 162,592 )

  ab) silent participations € 340,647,177.82 ( 340,647 )

 b) revenue reserves 283,838,340.75 283,838

  ba) Legal reserve € 282,304,465.11 ( 282,304 )

  bb) other revenue reserves € 1,533,875.64 ( 1,534 )

 c) unappropriated profit 6,908,137.02 5,434

881,033,868.12 792,511

total liabilities, capital and reserves 34,898,518,313.70 36,643,259

1. Contingent liabilities

  contingent liability on guarantees and indemnities 14,308,396.65 20,327

2. other commitments

 irrevocable loan commitments 2,597,420,986.03 2,531,927

BaLanCe sheet
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for the year ended 31 deCemBer 2013

inCome statement
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expenses 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

1. Interest expenses 1,073,276,819.17 1,178,802

2. Commission paid 61,037,967.52 60,259

3. general administrative expenses

 a) personnel expenses 35,817,780.06 32,557

  aa) wages and salaries € 29,540,422.73 ( 27,865 )

  ab)  social security contributions and cost of pensions 

and other benefits € 6,277,357.33 ( 4,692 )

  of which 

  for pensions € 1,853,466.40

 b) other administrative expenses 31,228,423.07 27,774

67,046,203.13 60,331

4.   depreciation and write-downs of intangible  

and tangible assets 6,461,651.10 5,210

5. other operating expenses 5,076,678.52 4,430

6.  write-downs on and adjustments to claims and  

certain securities and additions to provisions for 

possible loan losses 21,363,093.08 13,987

7. payment to fund for general banking risks 5,000,000.00 2,500

8. taxes on revenue and income 9,493,180.69 1,851

9. net income 6,707,712.48 5,383

total expenses 1,255,463,305.69 1,332,753

1. net income 6,707,712.48 5,383

2. retained earnings brought forward from previous year 200,424.54 51

3. unappropriated profit 6,908,137.02 5,434
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InCome 31 dec. 13 31 dec. 12

€ € € 000

1. Interest income from

 a) Lending and money market operations 1,042,352,447.49 1,075,392

 b)  fixed-income securities and government  

debt register claims 172,217,378.83 231,005

1,214,569,826.32 1,306,397

2. Current income from

 a)  participating interests and shares in cooperatives 1,091,238.05 1,121

 b) investments in affiliated companies 1,000,000.00 0

2,091,238.05 1,121

3.  Income from profit-pooling, profit transfer or  

partial profit transfer agreements 230,799.14 250

4. Commission received 11,726,145.73 9,690

5.  Income from reversals of write-downs on  

participating interests, shares in affiliated  

companies and securities treated as fixed assets 20,204,319.93 13,204

6. other operating income 6,640,976.52 2,091

total income 1,255,463,305.69 1,332,753
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CapitaL and Cash fLow statement
statement of deveLopment in equity

statement of deveLopment In equIty CapItaL and Cash fLow statement – münChener hypothekenBank eg  l  annuaL report 2013

statement of deveLopment In equIty CapItaL for 2013

subscribed capital

revenue 
reserves

unappropriated 
profit  

total capital 
and reserves

members’ capital 
contributions

silent 
participations

€ 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000

capital and reserves 

as at 01.01.2012 161,209 341,647 283,838 5,160 791,854

net change in capital 1,383 -1,000 0 0 383

dividends paid 0 0 0 5,110 5,110

net income 0 0 0 5,383 5,383

capital and reserves 

as at 31.12.2012 162,592 340,647 283,838 5,433 792,510

net change in capital 87,048 0 0 0 87,048

dividends paid 0 0 0 5,232 5,232

net income 0 0 0 6,708 6,708

capital and reserves 

as at 31.12.2013 249,640 340,647 283,838 6,909 881,034

Cash fLow statement for 2013

31.12.2013

 in € millions

31.12.2012

 in € millions

net income before extraordinary items 6.7 5.4

non-cash items contained in net income for the year and transferal to the 

cash flow from operating activities 

depreciation, write-downs and write-ups on loans, tangible fixed assets and  

financial assets 33.6 20.8 

changes in reserves 5.2 3.0 

changes in other non-cash items 2.0 -2.4 

gains/losses from the disposal of tangible fixed assets and financial assets 20.2 19.7 

other adjustments 0.0 0.0 

sub-total 67.7 46.5 
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Cash fLow statement for 2013

31.12.2013

 in € millions

31.12.2012

 in € millions

changes in assets and liabilities from  

operating activities   

claims

 - on banks 771.1 1,328.7 

 - on customers -116.9 -1,138.5  

securities (to the extent not financial investments) -42.0 20.8  

other assets from operating activities 65.5 25.1  

Liabilities   

 - to banks -1,992.2 35.1  

 - to customers 1,619.3 454.5  

securitised liabilities -1,333.8 -1,071.7  

other liabilities from operating activities -321.3 -291.6  

interest and dividends received 1,216.7 1,307.5  

interest paid -1,073.3 -1,178.8  

extraordinary amounts received/paid 0.0  0.0  

income taxes paid -9.5 -1.9  

Cash flow from operating activities -1,148.7 -464.3  

cash receipts from the disposal of   

  - financial assets 1,602.7 1,140.4  

  - tangible fixed assets -0.4 0.0  

cash payments for acquisition of   

  - financial assets -509.4 -645.2  

  - tangible fixed assets -1.1 -0.5  

cash receipts/payments from gains/losses in subsidiary companies 0.0  0.0  

net increase/decrease in funds from other investing activities -6.4 -4.1  

Cash flow from investing activities 1,085.4 490.6  

cash receipts from changes in capital 87.0 1.4  

dividends paid -5.2 -5.1  

increase/decrease in funds from other capital 0.0 -1.0  

Cash flow from financing activities 81.8 -4.7  

cash and cash equivalents at start of reporting period 24.6 3.0  

+/-  cash flow from operating activities -1,148.7 -464.3  

+/-  cash flow from investing activities 1,085.4 490.6 

+/-  cash flow from financing activities 81.8 -4.7  

+/-  changes in cash and cash equivalents due to changes in foreign exchange rates 0.0  0.0  

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the reporting period 43.1 24.6  
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generaL InformatIon on 
 aCCountIng poLICIes

notes 2013

notes – münChener hypothekenBank eg  l  annuaL report 2013

the münchener hypothekenbank eg annual financial statement 
as of december 31, 2013 was prepared in accordance with the 
provisions of the german commercial code (hgB), in conjunction 
with the accounting regulation for banks and financial service 
institutions (rechkredv), and in accordance with the rules con-
tained in the cooperatives act (geng) and the pfandbrief act 
(pfandBg).

all claims are stated at nominal amounts in accordance with 
art. 340e (2) of the german commercial code. the difference 
between the amounts disbursed and the nominal amount is 
shown under deferred items. all identifiable individual credit 
risks are covered by specific value adjustments and provisions 
set up against claims for repayment of principal and payment 
of interest. contingent risks are covered by general value adjust-
ments. in addition, contingency reserves were formed pursuant 
to art. 340f of the german commercial code.

securities held in the liquidity portfolio are strictly valued at the 
lower of cost or market principle. the present value corresponds 
to the current exchange or market price.

securities held as fixed assets, which were mainly acquired as 
cover for public pfandbriefe and for other coverage purposes, are 
valued at their cost of purchase. discounts and premiums are 
recognised as interest income or expense over the residual life 
of the securities. securities associated with swap agreements are 
valued together with these agreements as a single item. to the 
extent that derivatives are used to hedge risks they are not val-
ued individually. unscheduled depreciation taken in accordance 
with art. 253 (3) 3s of the german commercial code was not 
taken for market price related changes in the value of securities 
because we do not anticipate that the reduction in value will be 
permanent.

in accordance with the rules pertaining to the valuation of assets, 
participations and holdings in affiliated companies are valued 
at their cost of purchase. depreciation is taken on those assets 
where the reduction in value is expected to be long-term.

intangible assets and tangible assets are valued at cost or pro-
duction costs less accumulated depreciation. planned deprecia-
tion was taken in accordance with normal useful lifetimes. minor 
value assets were treated in accordance with tax rules.

existing deferred taxes arising due to temporary differences be-
tween values calculated for trading and tax purposes are cleared. 
a backlog of deferred tax assets is not recorded in the balance 
sheet.

Liabilities are shown at their settlement value. Zero bonds are 
carried in the accounts at the issuing price plus earned interest 
based on the yield at the time of purchase in accordance with 
the issuing conditions. the difference between the nominal  
amount of liabilities and the amount disbursed is shown under 
deferred items. Based on the principles of prudent business prac-
tice, provisions have been made for uncertain liabilities in the 
amount of settlement value of these liabilities. provisions with 
a remaining term of more than one year were discounted using 
the commensurate average rate of market interest rates. provi-
sions made for pension obligations are calculated based on the 
projected unit credit method, a discount rate of 4.89 percent 
and a 2.5 percent rate of salary growth, as well as a 2.0 percent 
rate of pension growth. the calculation is made on the basis of 
“guideline tables 2005 g” prepared by prof. klaus heubeck. in 
accordance with the terms of art. 253 (2) 2s of the german com-
mercial code, the average market rate of interest is used for dis-
count purposes with an assumed remaining term to maturity of 
15 years.

per the terms of art. 256a of the german commercial code, 
monetary assets and liabilities denoted in foreign currencies 
are translated at the european central Bank’s exchange rate 
valid on the balance sheet date. income realised from the trans-
lation of particularly covered foreign currency positions is car-
ried under net interest income. costs and income are valued at 
the individual daily exchange rate.
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notes to the BaLanCe sheet 
InCome statement

notes

maturIty anaLysIs By resIduaL term
assets 

 31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

Claims on banks 3,263,821 4,042,232

 ≤ three months 2,457,772 2,945,271

 > three months ≤ one year 97,868 201,316

 > one year ≤ five years 569,239 649,593

 > five years 138,942 246,052

Claims on customers 26,529,922 26,435,962

 ≤ three months 991,324 1,117,174

 > three months ≤ one year 1,431,984 1,511,640

 > one year ≤ five years 6,788,494 7,478,762

 > five years 17,318,120 16,328,386

Bonds and other fixed-income securities ≤ one year 422,027 1,083,027

LIaBILItIes, CapItaL and reserves

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

Liabilities to banks 4,297,261 6,330,247

 ≤ three months 2,005,512 2,104,862

 > three months ≤ one year 495,621 739,279

 > one year ≤ five years 809,952 2,867,824

 > five years 986,176 618,282

Liabilities to customers 12,625,774 10,984,476

 ≤ three months 424,260 376,750

 > three months ≤ one year 214,113 464,230

 > one year ≤ five years 1,352,073 1,189,015

 > five years 10,635,328 8,954,481

Certificated liabilities 16,769,491 18,141,941

Bonds issued

 ≤ three months 881,506 886,913

 > three months ≤ one year 1,730,365 5,072,559

 > one year ≤ five years 9,936,459 9,918,645

 > five years 3,938,670 2,045,163

other certificated liabilities

 ≤ three months 254,890 109,231

 > three months ≤ one year 27,601 109,430
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tradIng Book
as at 31.12.2013 the portfolio contained no financial instruments used in the trading book. during the year under review no 
changes were made to the Bank’s internal criteria for including financial instruments in the trading portfolio.

CLaIms on and LIaBILItIes to CompanIes 
In whICh partICIpatIng Interests are heLd

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

Claims on

 Banks 23,811 21,803

 customers 22,904 41,149

Liabilities to

 Banks 207,949 271,244

 customers 0 0

CLaIms on and LIaBILItIes to affILIated CompanIes

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

claims on customers 2,392 2,421

Liabilities to customers 4 14

seCurItIes marketaBLe on the stoCk exChange

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

asset category listed unlisted listed unlisted

Bonds and other  

fixed-income securities 4,252,071 422,297 5,491,726 239,409

shares and other  

non-fixed-income securities 8,110 0 8,130 0

participations 0 2,150 0 2,150
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deveLopment of fIxed assets

acquisition 

and produc-

tion costs 

addi-

tions

write-

ups

trans-

fers

dispos -

als

deprecia-

tion taken 

in 2013

accumu-

lated de-

preciation

net book 

value on 

31 dec. 13

net book 

value on  

31 dec. 12

€ 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000 € 000

Intangible
assets 30,734 6,430 0 0

 

1,870 4,398 22,763 12,531 10,499

a) concessions
acquired for
consideration,
commercial rights
and similar rights
and values, as well
as licenses to
these rights and
values 30,734 6,430 0 0 1,870 4,398 22,763 12,531 10,499

b) payments made
on account 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

tangible assets 101,989 1,070 0 0 1,053 2,064 28,221 73,784 75,224

acquisition 

and produc-

tion costs 

changes 

total 

+/-*)

net book 

value on  

31 dec. 13

net book 

value on  

31 dec. 12

participations
and shares in
cooperatives 77,780 -253    77,527 77,780

shares in
affiliated
companies 11,152   0 11,152 11,152

Bonds and other
fixed-income
securities 5,715,076 -1,191,205 4,523,871 5,715,076

shares and other
non fixed-in-
come securities 8,130 -20 8,110 8,130

*)  the Bank has exercised the option, available under art. 34 (3) of the accounting regulation for banks and financial services 
institutions, to combine certain items.
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as of the date of record there was no indication that the present value of the Bank’s participations and capital holdings at coopera-
tives, holdings in affiliated companies, as well as the value of shares and other non-fixed-income securities was less than their book 
values.

the item “Bonds and other fixed-income securities” includes securities with a book value of € 2,513,457 (thousand) (previous year 
€ 3,109,217 (thousand)) exceeding the present value of € 2,399,838 (thousand) (previous year € 2,864,983 (thousand)). to the extent 
that these securities are associated with a swap transaction, they are valued together with the transaction as a single item. as of 
the date of record we had no knowledge of a permanent reduction in value that would require additional unscheduled depreciation.

trust transaCtIons

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

assets held in trusts

claims on customers 83 113

Liabilities incurred as trustee

Liabilities to banks 83 113

tangIBLe assets
the portion of the total value attributable to the land and buildings used by the Bank is € 61,645 (thousand) (previous year 
€ 62,954 (thousand)), and of plant and office equipment € 1,591 (thousand) (previous year € 1,502 (thousand)).

suBordInated assets

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

shares and other non-fixed-income securities 8,110 8,130

other assets
the item “other assets” includes deferred items of € 17,736 (thousand) related to the derivative business, and € 31,400 (thousand) 
in commissions for mortgage loans that will be valued after the date of record, as well as, above all, claims of € 10,003 (thousand) 
on the german tax authorities (finanzamt) for corporation tax credit.

other LIaBILItIes
the item “other liabilities” consists of € 5,969 (thousand) for deferred items and adjustment entries for valuation of foreign cur-
rency items, and € 54,244 (thousand) related to derivative transactions as well as, above all, liabilities for accrued interest related 
to registered profit-participation certificates and silent participations valued at € 17,774 (thousand).
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deferred Items from the IssuIng and Loan BusIness

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

assets side 12.

discount from liabilities 39,390 34,350

premium from claims 13,690 15,778

other deferred charges 923 3,344

Liabilities side 6.

premium from liabilities 10,633 10,329

discount from claims 9,138 11,588

other deferred income 74 184

deferred taxes
deferred tax liabilities were primarily related to the low valuation of bank buildings taken for tax purposes. deferred tax assets arise 
from provisions made for pensions, and the different methods used to value premiums from swap options that were exercised. a 
backlog of deferred tax assets arising after clearing is not recorded in the balance sheet.

suBordInated LIaBILItIes
subordinated liabilities incurred interest expenses of € 8,760 (thousand) (previous year € 8,856 (thousand)). subordinated liabilities 
which individually exceed 10 percent of the overall statement amount to:

nominal amount currency interest rate maturity date

20,000,000.00 euro 6.02 % 20 march 2018

fund-raising activities did not include any conditions that deviated from art. 10 (5a) of the german Banking act. premature repay-
ment obligations are excluded in all cases. the conversion of these funds into capital or other forms of debt has not been agreed 
upon nor is foreseen. reporting on the balance sheet is shown at nominal value.

profIt-partICIpatIon CertIfICates
the amount of profit-participation capital of € 6,136 (thousand) (previous year € 16,361 (thousand)) fulfils the criteria of art. 
10 (5) of the german Banking act with € 6,136 (thousand) (previous year € 6,136 (thousand)).
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detaILs of revenue reserves

Legal reserve € 000 other revenue reserves € 000 

01 Jan. 2013 282,304 1,534

transfer from 2012 retained earnings 0 0

transfer from 2013 net income 0 0

31 dec. 2013 282,304 1,534

memBers’ CapItaL ContrIButIons
members’ capital contributions disclosed under capital and reserves item 11aa) consisted of:

31 dec. 13 € 31 dec. 12 €

capital contributions 249,640,212.53 162,591,919.69

 a) of remaining members 246,914,972.53 160,772,129.69

 b) of former members 2,246,230.00 1,418,690.00

 c) in respect of shares under notice 479,010.00 401,100.00

outstanding obligatory payments in respect of shares 17.47 20.31

sILent partICIpatIons
the silent participations valued at € 340,647 (thousand) (previous year € 340,647 (thousand)) satisfy the criteria of art. 10 (4) of 
the german Banking act for the amount of € 340,647 (thousand) (previous year € 340,647 (thousand)). expenses attributable to 
these participations amounted to € 26,776 (thousand) (previous year € 26,807 (thousand)).

assets pLedged to seCure LIaBILItIes
within the framework of open market deals with the european central Bank, securities valued at € 100,000 (thousand) (previous 
year € 2,000,000 (thousands)) were pledged as collateral to secure the same amount of liabilities. the book value of the pledged 
assets (genuine repurchase agreements) was € 503,963 (thousand) (previous year € 220,305 (thousand)). within the framework of 
security arrangements for derivative transactions, cash collateral of € 1,786,150 (thousand) (previous year € 2,301,740 (thousand)) 
was provided. securities valued at € 13,268 (thousand) (previous year € 12,884 (thousand)) were pledged to secure pension obli-
gations and requirements of the partial retirement model for older employees. securities valued at € 30,086 (thousand) (previous 
year € 26,776 (thousand)) were pledged to secure financial aid obligations within the framework of a contractual trust arrangement 
(cta).

foreIgn CurrenCy Items

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

assets side 4,971,107 5,702,278

Liabilities side 2,273,067 2,516,550

contingent liabilities and other obligations 223,347 227,256

other oBLIgatIons
the irrevocable loan commitments contained in this item consist almost solely of mortgage loan commitments made to customers. 
it is anticipated that the irrevocable loan commitments will be drawn down. against the background of the ongoing monitoring 
of loans, the probable need to create provisions for risks related to the remaining obligations is viewed as minor.
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pursuant to art. 3 (3) of the restructuring fund regulation, a retroactive amount of € 10,602 (thousand) is not shown under other 
financial liabilities in the balance sheet.

other operatIng expenses
this position contains expenses arising from accrued interest effects of € 2,162 (thousand) (previous year € 1,945 (thousand)) for 
established provisions. according to the newly drafted idw rshfa 3 € 70 (thousand) were entered for the first time under the item 
“other operating expenses” when making provisions to reserves for partial retirement obligations (previous year: solely under the 
item personnel expenses).

taxes on InCome and profIt
the item “taxes on income and profit” includes € 3,440 (thousand) of expenses incurred in other periods.

other operatIng InCome
this item shows value added tax repayments including related interests of € 5,294 (thousand).

forward trades and derIvatIves
the following derivative transactions were made to hedge swings in interest rates or hedge against exchange rate risks. these 
figures do not include derivatives embedded in underlying basic transactions stated on the balance sheet.

nominal amounts (in millions of €)
residual term 

≤≤ one year

residual term  

> one year  

≤≤ five years

residual term  

> five years

total fair value at date 

of record *)  

neg. (-)

Interest-rate-related transactions

 interest rate swaps 4,812 20,261 33,306 58,379 -1,502

 interest rate options

  - calls 31 104 43 178 9

  - puts 30 175 180 385 -18

 other interest rate contracts 50 275 2,030 2,355 50

Currency-related transactions

 cross-currency swaps 461 1,079 1,645 3,185 7

 currency swaps 394 0 0 394 -3

*)  valuation methods:
interest rate swaps are valued using the present value method based on the current interest rate curve on the date of record. in 
doing so the cash flows are discounted using market interest rates appropriate for the related risks and remaining terms to maturity, 
interest that has been accrued but not yet paid is not taken into consideration. this approach is known as “clean price” valuation.
the value of options is calculated using option price models and generally accepted basic assumptions. in general, the particular 
value of an option is calculated using the price of the underlying value, its volatility, the agreed strike price, a risk-free interest rate, 
and the remaining term to the expiration date of the option.
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the derivative financial instruments noted involve premiums stemming from option trades in the amount of € 2.8 million (previous 
year € 3.2 million) which are carried under the balance sheet item “other assets”.

interest attributable to derivative deals is carried under the balance sheet items “claims on banks” with € 371.1 million (previous 
year € 374.3 million) and “Liabilities to banks” with € 447.6 million (previous year € 468.5 million). the accrual of compensatory 
payments made is entered under “other assets” with € 14.9 million (previous year € 12.9 million); the accrual of compensatory pay-
ments received is entered under “other liabilities” with € 54.2 million (previous year € 48.0 million).

compensatory items in the amount of € 6.0 million (previous year € 78.8 million) related to the valuation of foreign currency swaps 
are carried under the balance sheet item “other liabilities”. 

all of the counterparties are exclusively banks and insurance companies located in oecd countries, as well as separate funds under 
public law in germany.

hedging arrangements were made to reduce credit risks associated with these contracts. within the framework of these arrangements 
collateral was provided for the net claims/liabilities arising after the positions were netted.

in the context of the Bank’s hedging positions, € 2,891 million (previous year € 2,959 million) in balance sheet hedging positions 
were designated in accounting to hedge interest rate risks associated with securities carried on the balance sheet under “Bonds 
and other fixed-income securities”. it may be assumed that the effectiveness of the hedging positions will remain unchanged over 
the entire term of the transaction as conditions of the securities correspond to those of the hedging derivatives. offsetting changes 
in value are not shown in the balance sheet; uncovered risks are treated in accordance with standard valuation principles. the total 
amount of offsetting value changes for all valuation units amounted to € 283 million.

interest-based finance instruments carried in the banking book are valued without losses within the framework of an overall valua-
tion, whereby the interest rate driven present values are compared to the book values and then deducted from the positive surplus 
of the risk and portfolio management expenses. in the event of a negative result a provision for contingent risks has to be made.
a related provision did not have to be made based on the results of the calculation made on 31.12.2013.
 
as on the date of record the portfolio contained no derivatives used in the trading book.
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Cover statement for pfandBrIefe
a. mortgage pfandBrIefe

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

ordinary cover assets 17,101,921 16,797,449

1. claims on banks (mortgage loans) 23,543 38,241

2. claims on customers (mortgage loans) 17,025,914 16,706,744

3. tangible assets (charges on land owned by the Bank) 52,464 52,464

substitute cover assets 964,672 1,447,237

1. other claims on banks 150,000 100,000

2. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 814,672 1,347,237

3. other assets (offsetting currency derivatives) 0 0

total cover 18,066,593 18,244,686

total mortgage pfandbriefe requiring cover 16,233,362 15,135,375

surplus cover 1,833,231 3,109,311

B. puBLIC pfandBrIefe

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

ordinary cover assets 6,952,458 7,551,844

1. claims on banks (public-sector loans) 798,671 1,042,630

2. claims on customers (public-sector loans) 4,949,653 5,371,756

3. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 1,204,134 1,137,458

substitute cover assets 284,580 344,580

1. other claims on banks 50,000 100,000

2. Bonds and other fixed-income securities 234,580 244,580

3. other assets (offsetting currency derivatives) 0 0

total cover 7,237,038 7,896,424

total public-sector pfandbriefe requiring cover 6,390,644 7,526,058

surplus cover 846,394 370,366
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mortgage pfandBrIefe outstandIng and CorrespondIng Cover assets

nominal value
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

mortgage pfandbriefe 16,233,362 15,135,375
 of which
 derivatives 0 1,888
cover pools 18,066,593 18,244,686
 of which
 further cover assets 964,672 1,447,237
surplus cover 1,833,231 3,109,311

net present value
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

mortgage pfandbriefe 17,123,941 16,676,696
 of which
 derivatives 0 1,891
cover pools 20,094,075 20,941,256
 of which
 further cover assets 1,035,258 1,617,763
surplus cover 2,970,134 4,264,560

risk-adjusted net present value *)
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

mortgage pfandbriefe 18,235,529 15,771,816
cover pools 20,681,646 19,669,500
value of surplus cover after stress test 2,446,117 3,897,684

*)  stress test applying the dynamic approach in accordance with art. 4 and art. 5 pfandbrief-net present value directive (pfandBarwertv)

maturity analysis by residual term 31 dec. 13 € 000

≤ one year

> one
 year

≤ two 
years

> two 
years

≤ three 
years

> three 
years

≤ four 
years

> four 
years
≤ five 
years

> five years
≤ ten 
years > ten years

mortgage pfandbriefe 1,356,581 2,628,905 2,371,481 498,031 542,945 3,473,372 5,362,047
cover pools 2,013,142 2,216,352 2,104,453 1,688,905 1,538,250 5,845,038 2,660,453

maturity analysis by residual term 31 dec. 12 € 000

≤ one year

> one
 year

≤ two 
years

> two 
years

≤ three 
years

> three 
years

≤ four 
years

> four 
years
≤ five 
years

> five years
≤ ten 
years > ten years

mortgage pfandbriefe 2,974,541 1,442,988 2,743,460 2,060,217 547,528 2,945,528 2,421,113
cover pools 2,070,930 2,206,574 2,421,308 2,067,457 1,562,712 5,658,389 2,257,316

reguLatory reportIng In aCCordanCe 
 wIth art. 28 pfandBrIef aCt (pfandBg)
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puBLIC pfandBrIefe outstandIng and CorrespondIng Cover assets
discounts based on the vdp credit quality differentiation model were taken into consideration in calculating the cover pool as of 
31.12.2013.

nominal value
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

public pfandbriefe 6,390,644 7,526,058
cover pools 7,237,038 7,896,424
 of which
 further cover assets 284,580 344,580
 derivatives 0 0
surplus cover 846,394 370,366

net present value
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

public pfandbriefe 7,195,524 8,688,477
cover pools 8,446,058 9,536,496
 of which
 further cover assets 323,637 381,128
 derivatives 25,879 36,697
surplus cover 1,250,534 848,019

risk-adjusted net present value *)
31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

public pfandbriefe 6,761,247 8,235,799
cover pools 7,924,701 8,991,609
value of surplus cover after stress test 1,163,454 755,810

*)  stress test applying the dynamic approach in accordance with art. 4 and art. 5 pfandbrief-net present value directive (pfandBarwertv)

maturity analysis by residual term 31 dec. 13 € 000

≤ one year

> one
 year

≤ two 
years

> two 
years

≤ three 
years

> three 
years

≤ four 
years

> four 
years
≤ five 
years

> five years
≤ ten 
years > ten years

public pfandbriefe 861,653 368,412 229,856 1,110,651 962,306 940,403 1,917,363
cover pools 722,282 774,428 689,053 647,891 559,366 1,205,643 2,638,375

maturity analysis by residual term 31 dec. 12 € 000

≤ one year

> one
 year

≤ two 
years

> two 
years

≤ three 
years

> three 
years

≤ four 
years

> four 
years
≤ five 
years

> five years
≤ ten 
years > ten years

public pfandbriefe 2,006,613 860,768 368,051 232,032 1,114,781 1,025,577 1,918,236
cover pools 881,687 807,719 713,864 659,602 569,703 1,414,708 2,849,141
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totaL voLume of CLaIms used to Cover mortgage pfandBrIefe
a. aCCordIng to sIZe

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

≤ € 300,000 10,929,272 10,076,533

> € 300,000 ≤ € 5 million 2,677,879 2,693,622

> € 5 million 3,442,306 3,974,830

total 17,049,457 16,744,985

B.  aCCordIng to the LoCatIons of the reaL property CoLLateraL, and type of usage

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

federal republic of germany

 apartments  1,569,780 2,515,755

 single-family houses  4,829,939 4,290,665

 multiple-family dwellings  5,316,115 3,619,387

 office buildings 703,997  898,308

 retail buildings 737,025  643,236

 industrial buildings 37,523  44,199

 other commercially

 used properties 101,352  110,335

 new buildings and buildings not

 yet capable of producing a yield 201 43,300 226 48,793

 Buildings under construction 931 559 970 921

1,581,029 11,759,693 1,697,274 10,475,521

of which in

Baden-wuerttemberg 205,627 1,324,914 214,354 1,232,466

Bavaria 446,735 2,780,306 414,238 2,582,941

Berlin 110,290 708,893 93,759 516,894

Brandenburg 8,673 239,228 8,542 173,476

Bremen 1,531 34,693 963 28,923

hamburg 145,833 347,266 203,487 295,988

hesse 195,899 794,876 312,311 732,256

mecklenburg-Lower pomerania 3,664 120,892 4,448 100,344

Lower saxony 16,158 1,016,834 45,743 886,678

north rhine-westphalia 247,273 2,331,204 282,330 2,084,948

rhineland-palatinate 108,648 347,486 24,211 292,157
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31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

saarland 2,550 44,251 2,829 31,073

saxony 48,836 392,571 46,505 371,015

saxony-anhalt 3,524 112,702 2,806 94,129

schleswig-holstein 33,680 1,042,777 38,312 934,733

thuringia 2,108 120,800 2,436 117,500

Belgium

 office buildings 6,440  6,440

6,440  6,440

france

 multiple-family dwellings 6,720 0

 office buildings 158,946  177,752  

 retail buildings 15,120  47,149  

174,066 6,720 224,901

great Britain

 office buildings 258,820  245,619

 retail buildings 97,586  110,872

356,406  356,491

Luxembourg

 office buildings 0  43,500

 retail buildings 4,250  4,250

4,250  47,750

the netherlands

 office buildings 126,095  143,348

 retail buildings 0  9,654

  other commercially 

 used properties 2,856 0

128,951  153,002

austria

 single-family houses  6  7

 office buildings 27,234  27,480  

 retail buildings 54,869  0

82,103 6 27,480 7
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31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

commercial  

properties

residential  

properties

switzerland

 apartments 711,475 751,927

 single-family houses 1,577,399 1,679,346

 multiple-family dwellings 0 2,490

2,288,874 2,433,763

spain

 retail buildings 44,506  33,506

 other commercially  

 used properties 37,563  37,563

82,069  71,069

usa

 apartments  0  115,922

 multiple-family dwellings 33,587 0

 office buildings 460,189  926,443  

 retail buildings 32,605  33,488  

 other commercially  

 used properties 52,469  175,434  

545,263 33,587 1,135,365 115,922

total 2,960,577 14,088,880 3,719,772 13,025,213

 apartments  2,281,255  3,383,604

 single-family houses  6,407,344  5,970,018

 multiple-family dwellings  5,356,422  3,621,877

 office buildings 1,741,721  2,468,890  

 retail buildings 985,961  882,155  

 industrial buildings 37,523  44,199  

 other commercially  

 used properties 194,240  323,332  

  incomplete new buildings with no 

revenue-generating capacity as yet 201 43,300 226 48,793

 Buildings under construction 931 559 970 921
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payments In arrears on CoverIng mortgages

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

federal republic of germany 22,330 17,308

switzerland 5 0

total amount of payments in arrears for at least 90 days 22,335 17,308

totaL voLume of CLaIms used to Cover puBLIC pfandBrIefe
value of cover

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

federal republic of germany

 state 42,369 45,626

 regional authorities 3,920,625 4,227,626

 Local authorities 645,691 804,886

 other debtors 1,030,600 1,162,535

5,639,285 6,240,673

Belgium

 state 175,000 175,000

 regional authorities 95,000 50,000

270,000 225,000

france

 state 0 25,000

 regional authorities 20,000   20,000

 Local authorities 256   506

20,256   45,506

Ireland

 state 22,695 22,695

22,695 22,695

Iceland

 state 15,000 15,000

15,000 15,000

Italy

 state 46,146 46,284

46,146 46,284
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31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

austria

 state 159,792   158,455

 regional authorities 35,000 0

 other debtors 70,000   70,000

264,792   228,455

poland

 state 54,730   55,418

54,730   55,418

portugal

 state 53,400 53,400

 regional authorities 0 8,900

53,400 62,300

switzerland

 regional authorities 24,438   24,851

 other debtors 175,000   175,000   

199,438   199,851

slovakia

 state 19,000 19,000

19,000 19,000

slovenia

 state 90,000 90,000

90,000 90,000

spain

 regional authorities 65,000   121,958   

65,000 121,958

the Czech republic

 state 42,000 62,000

42,000 62,000

european institutions

 other debtors 150,716 117,704

150,716 117,704
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Interest outstandIng from CoverIng mortgages

 in € 000  total

of which housing  

sector

of which commercial 

property sector

2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

interest owed and not paid  

for period 1.10.2012 to 30.9.2013 439 503 427 464 12 39

total interest payments in arrears 

and not value adjusted 361 366 331 300 30 66

forCed auCtIons and reCeIvershIps of CoverIng mortgages

 total

of which housing  

sector

of which commercial 

property sector

2013 2012 2013 2012 2013 2012

the number of proceedings pending on the 

date of record was:

 - forced auctions 194 161 184 150 10 11

 - receiverships 76 75 71 66 5 9

  73*)  71*) 68*) 62*) 5*) 9*)

the number of forced auctions conducted 

in 2013 57 77 55 70 2 7

*) of which included in pending forced auctions

it was not necessary for the Bank to take over any property during the year under review to obtain satisfaction for amounts owed.

31 dec. 13 € 000 31 dec. 12 € 000

total 6,952,458   7,551,844   

 state 720,132   767,878   

 regional authorities 4,160,063   4,453,335   

 Local authorities 645,947   805,392   

 other debtors 1,426,316   1,525,239   
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other dIsCLosures

memBershIp data

number of 

members

number of 

shares

members’ liability 

for additional  

contributions €

Beginning of 2013 79,617 2,296,745 587,162,859.25

additions in 2013 445 1,323,506 338,354,308.90

reductions in 2013 2,543 92,894 23,748,351.10

end of 2013 77,519 3,527,357 901,768,817.05

€

increase in remaining members’ capital contributions in 2013 86,142,842.84

increase in members’ liability for additional contributions in 2013 314,605,957.80

amount of each share 70.00

members’ liability for additional contributions per share 255.65

personneL statIstICs
the average number of persons employed by the Bank in 2013 was as follows:

male female total

full-time employees 224 127 351

part-time employees 9 76 85

total employees 233 203 436

these figures do not include:

apprenticed trainees 6 9 15

employees participating in parental leave, early retirement, 

partial retirement (non-working phase), or employees sus-

pended with pay. 5 17 22

sharehoLdIngs

percentage of capital held capital in € 000 profit/Loss in € 000

m-wert gmbh, munich* 100 161 107

immobilienservice gmbh

der münchener hypothekenbank eg

(m-service), munich

(profit transfer agreement)**) 100 509 231

nussbaumstrasse gmbh & co. kg, munich*) 100 11,511 368

* annual financial statements 2012, ** annual financial statements 2013
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BodIes

Board of management
dr. Louis hagen, spokesman
Bernhard heinlein
michael Jung

Mandates
dr. Louis hagen  Bau- und Land- 

entwicklungsgesellschaft  
Bayern gmbh 
member of the 
supervisory Board 
 
hypZert gmbh 
chairman of the 
supervisory Board

as of the date of record loans to members of the supervisory 
Board amounted to € 1,071 (thousand) (previous year € 0 (thou-
sand)). as in the previous year no loans were outstanding for 
members of the Board of management. pension provisions of 
€ 18,670 (thousand) (previous year € 16,789 (thousand)) were 
made for former members of the Board of management. total 
remuneration received by the members of the Board of man-
agement during the year under review amounted to € 1,566 
(thousand) (previous year € 1,457 (thousand)), for members of 
the supervisory Board € 237 (thousand) (previous year € 241 
(thousand)). total compensation received by the members of 
advisory committee amounted to € 57 (thousand) (previous year 
€ 48 (thousand)). total compensation received by former mem-
bers of the Board of management and their surviving depen-
dants amounted to € 1,435 (thousand) (previous year € 1,356 
(thousand)).

supervIsory Board
konrad irtel … rosenheim
spokesman of the Board of management of 
volksbank raiffeisenbank rosenheim-chiemsee eg
chairman of the supervisory Board

michael glos ... prichsenstadt
master craftsman (miller)
deputy chairman of the supervisory Board

wolfhard Binder … grafing
chairman of the Board of management of 
raiffeisen-volksbank ebersberg eg

heinz fohrer … esslingen
member of the Board of management of
volksbank esslingen eg

Jürgen hölscher … Lingen (as of 13.04.2013)
member of the Board of management of
volksbank Lingen eg

rainer Jenniches … Bonn (as of 13.04.2013)
chairman of the Board of management of
vr-Bank Bonn eg

hsh albrecht prince of oettingen-spielberg … oettingen

hans pfeifer … odenthal (until 13.04.2013)
chairman of the Board of management (ret.) of
rheinisch-westfälischer genossenschaftsverband e. v.

erich rödel … ingolstadt
Bank director (ret.)

kai schubert … trittau
member of the Board of management of
raiffeisenbank südstormarn mölln eg
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audItIng assoCItatIon

dgrv – deutscher genossenschafts- und raiffeisenverband e. v., 
Berlin, pariser platz 3

pursuant to art. 53 of the cooperatives act, in association with 
art. 340k of the german commercial code, total costs of € 700 
(thousand), including valued added tax, (previous year € 770 
(thousand)) were incurred for auditing the annual financial state-
ments and the management report, the cooperatives organisa-
tional structures, and to examine the Bank’s management during 
the year under review. total costs of € 12 (thousand) (previous 
year € 70 (thousand)) were incurred for other confirmation ser-
vices. no costs were incurred for other services during the year 
under review.

ContIngent LIaBILIty

our Bank is a member of the protection scheme of the national 
association of german cooperative Banks (sicherungseinrich-
tung des Bundesverbandes der deutschen volksbanken und raiff - 
eisenbanken e. v.). per the statutes of the protection scheme we 
have issued a guarantee to the national association of german 
cooperative Banks. as a result, we have a contingent liability of 
€ 16,489 (thousand).

munich, 22 January 2014

münchener hypothekenBank eg
the Board of management

dr. Louis hagen Bernhard heinlein michael Jung
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our audit has not led to any reservations.

in our opinion, based on the information gained from the ex-
amination, the annual financial statements give a true and fair 
view of the net assets, financial position and results of opera-
tions of the cooperative in accordance with german legal re-
quirements as well as the supplementary provisions contained 
in the articles of association, and principles of proper account-
ing. the management report is in agreement with the annual 
statement of accounts and on the whole provides an accurate 
understanding of the cooperative’s position and suitably presents 
the opportunities and risks of future development.

Berlin, 10 march 2014

dgrv – deutscher
genossenschafts- und raiffeisenverBand e. v.

gahlen schraer 
auditor auditor

we have audited the annual financial statements – comprising 
the balance sheet, the income statement, as well as the notes, 
the cash flow statement and the statement of development in 
equity capital – including the bookkeeping system, and the ma-
nagement report of münchener hypothekenbank eg for the 
business year from 1 January to 31 december 2013. the main-
tenance of the books and records and the preparation of the 
annual financial statements, and the management report were 
prepared in accordance with german commercial law and sup-
plementary provisions in the articles of incorporation and are 
the responsibility of the cooperative’s legal representatives. our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual financial 
statements, the bookkeeping system and the management re-
port based on our audit.

we conducted our audit of the annual financial statements in 
accordance with art. 53 (2) of the cooperatives act and art. 
340k and art. 317 of the german commercial code and the 
generally accepted german standards for the audit of financial 
statements promulgated by the institut der wirtschafts prüfer 
in deutschland (idw). those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit so that misstatements and violations which 
materially affect the presentation of the net assets, the financial 
position and results of operations as presented in the annual 
financial statements and in the management report are detected 
with reasonable assurance. knowledge of the business activities 
and the economic and legal environment of the cooperative 
and evaluations of possible misstatements are taken into ac-
count in the determination of audit procedures. the effective-
ness of the accounting-related internal control system and evi-
dence supporting the disclosures in the books and records, the 
annual financial statements and the management report are 
examined primarily on the basis of random samples within the 
framework of the audit. the audit includes an assessment of the 
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by 
the company’s legal representatives, as well as evaluating the 
overall presentation of the annual financial statements and ma-
nagement report. we believe that our audit provides a suffi-
ciently safe basis for our opinion.

auditors’ report
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to the best of our knowledge, and in accordance with applicable 
reporting principles for annual financial reporting, the annual 
financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabi-
lities, financial position and earnings situation of the company, 
and the management report of the company includes a fair re-
view of the development and performance of the business and 
the position of the company, together with a description of the 
principal opportunities and risks associated with the anticipated 
development of the company.

munich, 22 January 2014

münchener hypothekenBank eg
the Board of management

affirmation By the LegaL representatives

dr. Louis hagen Bernhard heinlein michael Jung
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during the year under review the supervisory Board carried out 
its supervisory functions in accordance with the legal require-
ments, the Bank’s articles of association and its bylaws. the Board 
of management reported in a timely manner to the supervisory 
Board regarding the Bank’s corporate planning, its business and 
financial situation, as well as the Bank’s further strategic devel-
opment. the supervisory Board thereby advised the Board of 
management and supervised its management of business. the 
supervisory Board’s decisions on actions requiring its approval 
were made on the basis of reports and materials submitted by 
the Board of management.

the supervisory Board held its constituent meeting and four 
regularly scheduled meetings with the Board of management 
during the year under review. the key subjects and advisory is-
sues covered were the development and planning of the Bank’s 
business activities, the business and risk strategy, equity capital 
planning, as well as the risk situation.

the supervisory Board has established committees to enable it to 
carry out its duties efficiently. the committees are: the personnel 
committee, the Lending committee and the audit committee. 
the committees regularly reported on their activities during the 
supervisory Board’s meetings.

the accounting documents, the annual financial statements and 
the management report for the 2013 financial year were audited 
as assigned by the deutsche genossenschafts- und raiffeisen-
verband e. v., Berlin, and received an unqualified certificate from 
the auditors. there were no reservations. the auditors gave an 
extensive oral presentation of the primary results of their audit 
during a meeting of the supervisory Board’s personnel commit-
tee. moreover, the auditors were also available to provide addi-
tional information. each member of the supervisory Board re-
ceived a copy of the audit report of the legal audit prepared by 
the auditors in accordance with article 53 of the cooperatives 
act (genossenschaftsgesetz), including the audit of the 2013 
annual statement of accounts for the münchener hypotheken-
bank eg, for their information on a timely basis. the results of 
the audit were examined during a joint meeting of the Board 
of management and the supervisory Board attended by the au-
ditor. the results of the audit are also stated during the delegates 
meeting.

the annual financial statements, the management report, and 
the Board of management’s proposal for the allocation of distrib-

utable income were examined by the supervisory Board and en-
dorsed. the supervisory Board recommends that the delegates’ 
meeting approve the annual financial statements for 2013 – as 
explained – and endorse the Board of management’s proposal 
for the allocation of net income. the proposal is in accordance 
with the terms of the Bank’s articles of association.

during the year under review mr. hans pfeifer stepped down 
from the supervisory Board. mr. pfeifer resigned his mandate 
at the conclusion of the 2013 delegates meeting following his 
retirement from active business in 2012. mr. pfeifer had been a 
member of the supervisory Board since 2000. during his term 
he was an active member of the audit committee where he 
served with great commitment for many years. his extraordinary 
expertise – especially in the area of supervisory issues – and his 
deep roots in the german cooperative organisation were of great 
value to the münchener hypothekenbank and its supervisory 
Board.

during the 2013 delegates meeting Jürgen hölscher, member 
of the Board of management of the volksbank Lingen eg, and 
rainer Jenniches, chairman of the Board of management of 
the vr-Bank Bonn eg, were newly elected as members of the 
supervisory Board.

the supervisory Board thanks the Board of management and 
the Bank’s employees for their very dedicated and successful 
efforts during the year under review. 

during the previous year the Bank made good progress on its 
path of growth and was able to further strengthen its market 
position. as a firmly anchored member of the cooperative finan-
cial network the Bank also assumes important tasks in the strate-
gically important property financing area of business. against 
the background of the upcoming supervisory requirements, 
münchenerhyp’s objective will be to continue on its successful 
course in 2014. the Board of management, employees as well 
as the supervisory Board will dedicate all of their strength to 
ensure that this goal is met.

munich, april 2014
münchener hypothekenBank eg

konrad irtel
chairman of the supervisory Board 

report of the supervisory Board 
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the memBers
 of the deLegates meeting

the memBers of the deLegates meetIng – münChener hypothekenBank eg  l  annuaL report 2013

1.  report on the 2013 business year by the Board of management 
and presentation of the annual statement of accounts and 
the 2013 management report

2. report of the supervisory Board
3. auditors’ report
4.  resolutions to ratify: 

a) the 2013 annual statement of accounts 
b) proposed appropriation of distributable income 
c)  the acts of the Board of management and the supervisory 

Board for the 2013 business year

agenda – generaL (deLegates) meetIng on 12 aprIL 2014, 10.30 a.m.

norbert kaufmann … Bank director
herbert kellner … Bank director
michael kittel … Bank director (ret.)
klaus korte … Bank director
roland kuffler … Businessman
helmuth Lutz … Bank director
michael müller … attorney
dr. hans-wolfgang neumann … general manager
thomas petersen … Bank director
klaus pohl … managing director 
frank ritter … attorney, notary
christian scheinert … Bank director
dr. martin schilling … Bank director
andreas schmidt … certified property specialist
hans schmitt … Bank director (ret.)
klaus otmar schneider … Bank director
thorsten schwengels … Bank director
wolfgang siemers … managing director 
Jörg stahl … Bank director
theo stauder … Bank director
dr. rainer sturies … attorney
ulrich tolksdorf … Bank director
martin trahe … Bank director
Birgit türschmann … Bank director
florian uhl … managing director 
heinz-walter wiedbrauck … Bank director
michael Zaigler … managing director 

as of 31 deCemBer 2013

hermann arens … Bank director (ret.)
dr. wolfgang Baecker … Bank director
manfred Basler … Bank director (ret.)
claus-rüdiger Bauer … Bank director
norbert Beek … Bank director
heinrich Beerenwinkel … Bank director
dr. christoph Berndorff … Bank director (ret.)
gunnar Bertram … Bank director
dietmar Bock … managing director
helmut Böing … Bank director
dr. christine Bortenlänger … executive member of the  
Board of management
dr. michael Brandt … Bank director
gebhard Brennauer … Bank director (ret.)
peter Bromberger … Bank director (ret.) (as of 22.08.2013)
eckhard dämon … Bank director
Lothar erbers … Bank director
Johann fuhlendorf … Bank director
klaus graniki … managing director 
markus gschwandtner … Bank director
michael haas … Bank director (ret.) † (until august 2013)
eberhard heim … Bank director
Joachim hettler … Bank director
dr. christoph hiltl … attorney
karl hippeli … Bank director (ret.)
carsten Jung … Bank director
Jürgen Jung … Legal advisor

5. amendment to the articles of association
6. elections to the supervisory Board
7. other issues
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exeCutive management and Bodies

exeCutIve management and BodIes

Board of management

dr. Louis hagen, spokesman
Bernhard heinlein
michael Jung

supervIsory Board

konrad irtel … rosenheim
chairman
michael glos … prichsenstadt
deputy chairman
wolfhard Binder … grafing
heinz fohrer … esslingen
Jürgen hölscher … Lingen (as of 13.04.2013)
rainer Jenniches … Bonn (as of 13.04.2013)
hsh albrecht prince of oettingen-spielberg … oettingen
hans pfeifer … odenthal (until 13.04.2013)
erich rödel … ingolstadt
kai schubert … trittau

trustees

klaus Jasper … ministry director (ret.), munich
dr. Johann haimerl … ministry director (ret.), gilching, 
deputy

thomas höbel … dachau
chairman
peter Bahlmann … hatten
deputy chairman
markus dünnebacke … dortmund
deputy chairman
uwe augustin … pinneberg
oliver conradi … heidenheim
Bernd ehrlicher … erlangen
gerhard eisenhut … ehningen
clemens fritz … achern
christian glasauer … Beuerberg
walter hoffmann … glan-münchweiler
eberhard kreck … Bottrop
dr. martin kühling … vechta
dietmar küsters … straubing
Jan mackenberg … osterholz-scharmbeck
thomas mamier … wyhl am kaiserstuhl
wilhelm oberhofer … sonthofen
Josef pölt … seeshaupt
michael schlagenhaufer … mittweida
manfred stevermann … düsseldorf
horst weyand … Bad kreuznach

exeCutIve dIreCtor

ingo schramm

advIsory CommIttee  
(as of 1 January 2014)
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headquarters

ContaCt
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LegaL
günther schwarz … phone + 49 89 5387 - 642

offICes of the Board of management 
dr. Louis hagen (spokesman) ... phone + 49 89 5387 - 407
Bernhard heinlein … phone + 49 89 5387 - 401
michael Jung … phone + 49 89 5387 - 404

prIvate Customers/prIvate housIng BusIness/ 
Brokers
dr. peter knorr … phone + 49 89 5387 - 593

prIvate Customers/prIvate housIng BusIness/ 
verBund
thomas hügler … phone + 49 89 5387 - 644

propertIes/servICes
hubert mayr … phone + 49 89 5387 - 639

speCIaL asset management
guido Zeitler … phone + 49 89 5387 - 355

transaCtIon management CapItaL markets/ 
treasury
ingeborg eitler … phone + 49 89 5387 - 608

transaCtIon management property fInanCe
commercial real estate customers
susanne falkenberg … phone + 49 89 5387 - 359 

private customers
ingo schramm … phone + 49 89 5387 - 940

treasury
rafael scholz … phone + 49 89 5387 - 106

münchener hypothekenbank eg
karl-scharnagl-ring 10 | 80539 munich
po Box 22 13 51 | 80503 munich
phone + 49 89 5387 - 0 | fax + 49 89 5387 - 900

e-mail: serviceteam800@muenchenerhyp.de
internet: www.muenchenerhyp.de
Lotus notes address: mhb_hotline@mhb_eg

servICeteam 800
phone + 49 89 5387 - 800 | fax + 49 89 5387 - 900

hypoLIne hotLIne
phone + 49 89 5387 - 145

aCCountIng/taxes
Johann götz … phone + 49 89 5387 - 204

Board of management staff and  
human resourCes
dr. phil Zundel … phone + 49 89 5387 - 319

CapItaL markets 
richard-peter Leib … phone + 49 89 5387 - 127

CommerCIaL reaL estate fInanCe
dr. Jan peter annecke … phone + 49 89 5387 - 116

ControLLIng
hannsjörg eisenreich … phone + 49 89 5387 - 744

CredIt prInCIpLes
kurt herold … phone + 49 89 5387 - 167

InformatIon proCessIng/organIsatIon
frank grabert … phone + 49 89 5387 - 317

InternaL audIt
klaus Brnabic … phone + 49 89 5387 - 516
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ContaCts In the federaL states

regIonaL offICe augsBurg
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
schertlinstrasse 19
86159 augsburg
phone + 49 821 25763 - 0
fax + 49 821 25763 - 20

regIonaL offICe BerLIn
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
rankestrasse 26
10789 Berlin
phone + 49 30 329007 - 0
fax + 49 30 329007 - 20

regIonaL offICe CoLogne
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
hohenzollernring 55
50672 cologne
phone + 49 221 500616 - 0
fax + 49 221 500616 - 20

regIonaL offICe dresden
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
cossebauder strasse 20
01157 dresden
phone + 49 351 427971 - 0
fax + 49 351 427971 - 20

regIonaL offICe frankfurt
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
mainluststrasse 12
60329 frankfurt am main
phone + 49 69 743465 - 0
fax + 49 69 743465 - 20

regIonaL offICe hamBurg
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
Beim alten gaswerk 1
22761 hamburg
phone + 49 40 355430 - 0
fax + 49 40 355430 - 35

regIonaL offICe hanover
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
Berliner allee 5
30175 hanover
phone + 49 511 856144 - 0
fax + 49 511 856144 - 20

regIonaL offICe munICh
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
karl-scharnagl-ring 10
80539 munich
phone + 49 89 5387 - 521
fax + 49 89 5387 - 566

regIonaL offICe muenster
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
hafenweg 46–48
48155 muenster
phone + 49 251 91997 - 0
fax + 49 251 91997 - 20

regIonaL offICe nuremBerg
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
wallensteinstrasse 61–63
90431 nuremberg
phone + 49 911 214675 - 0
fax + 49 911 214675 - 20

regIonaL offICe stuttgart
münchener hypothekenbank eg  
Lange strasse 6  
70173 stuttgart
phone + 49 711 222962 - 0
fax + 49 711 222962 - 22
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CooperatIon partners
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parIs
arp conseiL s.a.r.L.
pascal roth
1 rue françois 1er
f-75008 paris
phone + 33 1 456262 - 52
fax + 33 1 456262 - 51
pascal.roth@groupe-arp.fr

vIenna
dr. georg formanek gmbh
dr. georg formanek
an der wasserleitung 16
a-2721 Bad fischau-Brunn
phone + 43 664 51066 - 00
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  business develoPment (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

lending business

  a) Mortgage loans 3,618 3,621 0

   aa) Residential property financing 2,879 2,959 -3

   ab) Commercial property financing 739 662 12

  b) Loans to public sector and banks 552 663 -17

total 4,170 4,284 -3

balance sheet (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

Total assets 34,899 36,643 -5

Mortage loans 21,522 20,986 3

Loans to public sector and banks 10,271 12,139 -15

MBS 13 29 -55

Pfandbriefe and other bonds 31,048 30,712 1

Liable equity capital 1,251 1,161 8

income statement (in millions of €)*

2013 2012 Change %

Net interest income and net commission income 94 78 20

Administrative expenses 74 66 12

Results from operations before deducting provisions for risks 22 11 111

Results from operations after deducting provisions for risks 21 10 110

Transfer to the Fund for General Banking Risks -5 -3 67

Net income 7 5 40

emPloyees (number)

2013 2012 Change %

Average number of employees per year 436 410 6

Apprentices 15 13 15

Employees participating in parental leave, early retirement 

and partial retirement (non-working phase) 22 20 10

* amounts have been rounded
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